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MINUTES
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING MINUTES: May 19, 1999
http://www.cwu.edu/-fsenate
Presiding Officer:
Recording Secretary:
Meeting was called to
ROLL CALL:
Senators:
Visitors:

John Alsoszatai-Petheo
Marsha Brandt
orde~

at 3:10p.m.

All Senators or their alternates were present except Blackett, Hawkins,
Mustain, Salcedo, Spencer, Stacy, Thyfault, and Wilson.
David Dauwalder, Susan Donahoe, Barney Erickson, Charles McGehee, Barbara
Radke, and Carolyn Wells.

CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA: MOTION NO. 3226 (Passed) Ken Gamon moved approval of the
agenda as distributed.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: MOTION NO. 3227 (Passed)
Senate meeting were approved as distributed.
COMMUNICATIONS:

The minutes of the May 5, 1999, Faculty

(Available for viewing in the Senate Office or distribution on request)

David Lygre:
Carolyn Wells:

re:
re:

Presidential Search
Commencement Participation

REPORTS:
A. ACTION ITEMS:
Chair:
Motion 3228 (Passed): Chair Alsoszatai-Petheo proposed a motion that after debate
and amendment was adopted: "That the Faculty Senate add a meeting, October 20, to
the 1999-2000 academic year to accommodate the NASC evaluation team."
Motion 3229 (Passed) : Chair Alsoszatai-Petheo proposed a motion to approve the
following results for the positions on the Faculty Grievance Committee that were
adopted:
"Regular Members:
Steve Schepman, Psychology 3 Years
Robert Jacobs, Political Science 2 Years
Corwin King, Communication Patrie~c 0' Shau!'!fl:messy retirift!'!J 6/99, 1 Year
Alternate Members:
Gerald Gunn, Business Administration 3 Years
Teresa Martin, English 2 Years
Jack Dugan-1 Year"
Motion 3230 (Passed):
[to be submitted to the Board of Trustees June 11, 1999]
Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Code Committee, moved approval of changes to the
Faculty Code of Personnel and Procedure as follows.
She explained that the Code
Committee resubmitted ~his section to conform with the advice of the auditor and
the assistant attorney general. The Code Committee retitled this section
"Reassignment," to allow faculty members to accumulate theses/individual study
credits from year to year under the principle of "deferred compensation."
In this
way, the university will not be legally liable for payment for theses/individual
study credits except as provided in this section.

7.20

Faculty Load - Instructional Faculty Members

B. 1. a. Determination of contact-hour loads shall follow the guidelines:
(1.)

(2.)

Lecture/demonstration/laboratory classes (actual class hours-1 class
hour=1 contact hour)
Laboratories/a8ctivities classes (2 class hours=l
hour=3/4 contact hour)
(e.g. 3 hrf',;eelt lab :a 1/4 eoataet ho1:1rs
Z! hi/weelt lab•l H eoataet hol:lr
Z! hr/Toleelt activity elaes•l ;~ eoataet hol:lr)

~contact

hours-1 class

(3)

Student-teaching/field-experience/cooperative education supervision
(a.)
Student teaching/field experience
1. Part-time campus supervisor-a 1 contact credit hour=1 1/4 full-time
students
2. Field supervisor-1 contact credit hour=1 1/4 full-time students
Cooperative education supervision-1 contact hour=30 student credit
(b)
hours.
Faculty shall receive remuneration according to t h e terms o f
Section 7.20 . B.1.a.4 of this Faculty Code.

(4)

Individual study supervision (all courses titled thesis (or equivalent),
and individual study [296, 496, 596]) to be remunerated by payment or
reassigned time as follows:
JEl Undergraduate level-S student credit hours=l contact hour
JQl
500 level- 6 student credit hours=1 contact hour
l£l 600-700 level (thesis or equivalent committee chair)-3 student credit
hours = 1 contact hour. Credit to be given once upon submission of
thesis to the department (thesis advisor) .
iQl
599 699 699.1
6 thes~~s (or equivalent) committees = 1 contact hour
(membership on thesis, or equivalent, committee other than chair).
Credit to be given once upon submission of thesis to the department
(thesis advisor) .
i l l The university recognizes that it is not always possible to fores·e e
the timely scheduling of individual studies during some quarters and
that indivi dual faculty members may necessarily super vise these
studies as an overload . Therefore two different modes of calculati ng
contact hour loads that include individual studies may be employed by
the faculty member. These modes shall be applied by the faculty
member with the consent of the department chair and academic dean .

li

Same quarter scheduling: individual studv assigned as part of the
facu l ty member's average contact hour l oad.

(ii Reassignment (See Section 7 .20 . B.l.b.):
individual faculty members
shall experience an adjustment in their average loads after
accumulating the contact hour equivalent, of not more than one
lecture/demonstration/laboratory course, provided that they continue
to be employed by the university at the time that they complete the
accumulation. Only one such adjustment per academi c year shall occur
for an individual faculty member.
Faculty members shal l not earn
reassignment under this Section 7.20.B.1.a.4.e. for more than one (1)
lecture/demonstration/laboratory course at any one time.
The individual faculty member's department shall keep records of
credits and contact hours accumulated quarter to guarter under this
Section 7.20. B. 1. a. 4.

Rationale: Although related to the general load policy, this issue addresses
the problem of awarding credit to faculty members fo r laboratory classes, as
requested by several faculty and the Faculty Senate Executive Committee, and
individual studies as requested by the university's auditor.
Instructors spend as much or more time preparing for and conducting laboratory
classes as they do for regular lectures.
It is unfair not to recognize this
work by awarding the same amount of credit. Many times, problems arise out of
laboratory classes that force the faculty member to spend much time with
individual students outside the regularly scheduled lab.
Where individual studies are concerned, departments with graduate programs find
themselves donating significant amounts of time to the university because the
regularized procedure for granting credit has not been enforced.
When some
colleges sought ways to compensate faculty through released time, the
university's auditor protested.
In other cases, the payment of bonuses to
faculty in the summer could result in serious injury to academic integrity.
The Code Committee has devised a solution that will address the auditor's
concerns and will also regularize the payment for theses.
The Code Committee
has further agreed with the provost that the work expended in connection with
theses should be awarded to the faculty member at the time of submission of the
thesis to the department (major advisor of the master's candidate).
Students
pay the fee for thesis credit (regardless of whether or not they earn the
master's degree), and the funds are therefore available for the payment of the
student's committee.
In connection with the proposal to reward faculty members in a regularized way
for instructing individual studies, the Code Committee recommends the
discontinuation of the payment of bonuses to faculty members when their
graduate students complete theses in the summer. Section 15.40 of the Faculty
Code, which governs loads during Summer School, does not provide for such
payments.
It states that Section 7.20 of the Faculty Code applies to summer
school as well as to the regular academic year. Moreover such a practice of
bonuses may weaken the academic integrity of the university and contribute to
its further commercialization.
In a code interpretation that responds to a
request for review from the dean of one of the colleges, the Code Committee has
already advised against the payment of such bonuses .
The Code Committee further advises Senators and the university's faculty that
passage of this amendment (in its revised form) will impact scheduling, course
offerings, and class size. Next year will be a period of adjustment to this
system.
This amendment represents a substantial benefit to faculty, but it
will require some reorganization within departments. Departments, in addition
to revising past practices, must also begin to keep thorough and accurate
records of individual studies, theses advising and membership on thesis
committees.

Motion 3231 (Passed): [to be submitted to the Board of Trustees June 11, 1999]
Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Code Committee, moved approval of changes to
the Faculty Code of Personnel and Procedure as follows:
8.3 0

Faculty Salary Base

All funds authorized and a p p ropri a ted by l egislative acti o n for faculty
salaries (Le dger One fund , inc luding tuiti on monie s ) shall be used primarily
for the award of merit and for across-the-board increa ses for faculty.
Salary saving s from full-time tenure -tra ck p o sitio ns not filled permanently or
rep lac e d at a lower s a l ary s h a ll remai n in the f acu lty sal a ry bas e .

By November 1 of each academic year, the provost/vice president for academic
affairs shall report to the Faculty Senate in writing the level of the faculty
salary base, the average salary of the university's tenured and tenure-track
faculty and progress made in achieving the intent of Section 8 . 46 D. of this
Faculty Code both for the preceding and current academic years. The report
shall also provide a full and accurate accounting of the disposition of all
funds authorized and appropriated for faculty salaries, including salary
savings and accruals, by the state legislature or paid to faculty from any
other source.
Adjustments to the faculty salary base shall occur as a re sult of
collaboration between the provost/vice president for academic affairs and the
Faculty Senate Budget Committee.

Rationale: The Faculty Senate Budget Committee, particularly recommends the action
proposed in new section 8.30.
In recent years, it has experienced difficulty in
accounting for all funds awarded for salary increases and would particularly
welcome a process of full disclosure that would result in a significant increase in
the average salary of all faculty at the university.
Motion No. 3232 (Passed):
[to be submitted to the Board of Trustees June 11, 1999]
Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Code Committee, moved approval of changes to the
Faculty Code of Personnel and Procedure as follows:
8.40 Yearly Salary Adjustments
A. Promotions in Rank
1.

Each year the university president, after collaboration with the provost/vice
president for academic affairs and the Faculty Senate Budget Committee, shall
assign sufficient funds from the university's total budget allocation to
support the promotion of faculty members.

:Pro-£.,_ Prolftot:ieas in rank, pro...-iaed t:hat a ~ faculty member promoted during any

given biennium shall receive at least a salary increase of two (2) full steps
on the salary scale and simultaneously attain at least the current minimum
salary step for the new rank even if such increase exceeds two (2) full
steps; provided further that if the promotion comes at a time of a scale
adjustment, the faculty member shall benefit from the scale adjustment.
In addition to promotions in rank, ~the salary of a faculty member may ee
changeg as a the result of any one ~ of a eembiaat:ioa of three (3) two (2)
types of action~.
Subject to the availability of funds during any biennium
and to the mandates of the State Legislature and/or the Governor, the
following descending order of priority for the three (3) two (2) types of
actions shall be observed as yearly salary increases are considered.

~

B7

~An

across-the board scale adjustment .

~£..:._Merit

increase. Merit increases may be given to faculty members to
reward them for outstanding service to the university.

~ ~
~ ~

[Same as current 8.40 C. 1.]
Merit increases, which are permanent, are separate from special salary
awards or adjustments identified elsewhere in this code, such as in
Sections 4.55 and 8.46.
Faculty members newly hired or promoted are
eligible for only four full merit steps above the step into which they
are hired or promoted if such advancement exceeds the ceiling for
their rank.
Faculty members who participate in the conversion to the

new salary schedule in 1991 shall also be eligible to advance four
full steps on the scale even though such advancement exceeds the
ceiling for their rank.
No faculty member may receive a salary
exceeding the top step on the salary scale.
Fac~lty memeers receiving
flremetieB are aet eligiele to receive merit awards in tee same year .
Rationale:
The Code Committee recommends the adoption of this amendment in order
to bring the Code into conformity with current practice.
Motion No. 3233 (Passed):
(to be submitted to the Board of Trustees June 11, 1999]
Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Code Committee, moved approval of changes to the
Faculty Code of Personnel and Procedure as follows.
(8.46.B.3 was substituted
before the motion for approval) :

8.46.

Correcting Salary Inequities

~A

salary adjustment may be given to correct a salary inequity at any time.
salary adjustments are permanent.

~Salary

~

Such

inequities occur when faculty members lose salary advantage:

Relative to other faculty members with equivalent qualifications, performance,
rand and years of service to the profession as determined by objective criteria
pe~ Section 4.30 of this faculty Code;

l...:_ Relative to other faculty members with fewer years of service and lesser rank;
~

Relative to other faculty members with equivalent qualifications,
performance, and years of service to the profession (See Section 4 . 30)
based on gender, race, ethnic background, age or Vietnam era and
disabled veteran status .

.i..:_

In other ways to be determined at any time by vote of the Faculty Senate.

~

In preparation for the Submission of the universitv's biennial budget request to
the legislature, the Faculty Senate shall conduct an equity study of faculty
salaries and make recommendations for adjustments of salaries deemed to be
inequitable.
(See Section 8.30.).

~

The university commits itself to achieving faculty salary equity within the
institution per this Section 8.46. B of the Faculty Code and increasing average
salaries annually in an amount sufficient to be at least equal to the average of
the top quartile of salaries in the schools designated by the Washington Higher
Education Coordinating Board per Section 8. 10 A. 1 of this Faculty Code.

Rationale:
The Code Committee, in collaboration with the Faculty Senate Budget
Committee, recommends these additions to Section 8.46 in order to provide guidelines
for the administration of equity adjustments and in order to avoid the problem of
compression in the future.

Discussion: The Faculty Senate approved a proposal to permit Beverly Heckart to
grammatically revise section 8.46.0.
Motion No. 3234 (Passed): Charles McGehee moved approval of the changes to the
Handbook of Undergradu at e Academic Policy as reflected in Exhibit A and after debate
was adopted.
Discussion: Beverly Heckart wanted it reflected in the minutes that regarding the
proposed addition of section CC. Syllabi, she believes the section is too specific and
that the intent of the addition is to encourage faculty to develop and distribute a
course syllabi and not engage in any legal obligation .
B.

DISCUSSION ITEMS:
1.
CHAIR
Chair Alsoszatai-Petheo explained that the Board of Trustees asked the Faculty
Senate to provide names of three faculty members to serve as representatives on the
Presidential Search Committee. Chair Alsoszatai-Petheo then asked Senators to
address this issue under Senate Concerns on the agenda.
2.

VICE CHAIR - No report.

3.

PRESIDENT - The president distributed two handouts for advisory purposes only: Re :
Faculty Code Changes/Faculty Salaries and Re: Preparation/Approval of 1999-00
operational Budget. These handouts are available in the Faculty Senate office .

4.

SENATE CONCERNS -Motion No. 3235 (Passed): Beverly Heckart proposed a motion and
after debate and amendment, was adopted: "That the Executive Committee continue the
process of receiving tenured faculty nominations for the Presidential Search
Committee until 5:00p.m. Friday, May 21.
Faculty who have been nominated will be
placed on a ballot and distributed to those faculty eligible to vote as stated in
the Senate Bylaws and instructed to vote for three faculty members on the ballot.
Findings will be presented at the June 2, 1999 Faculty Senate meeting and forwarded
to the Board of Trustees."

5.

STUDENT REPORT

6.

FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS:
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - No report.
BUDGET COMMITTEE - No report.
CODE COMMITTEE - No report.
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE - No report.
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE - No report.
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - No report.

- No report.

NEW BUSINESS:

No new business.

OLD BUSINESS:

No old business .

ADJOURNMENT: The meeting adjourned at 5:30p.m.

***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: June 2,1999***
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
ACADEMIC POLICIES

I .

ENR<>LLUENT ACADEMIC POLICY

A.

Enrollment Academic policy will be established and monitored by the Enrollment
Policy Committee Academi c Affa i rs Committee of the Faculty Senate.

B.

'l'l=ie Enrollmefit Policy Committee is a funetioe of the Faculty Senate aEcd ·..·ill
eoaaist of the Faculty Seaate Academic Affairs Committee ~~ita the addition of the
Director of P~miaaiona, the Buaiaeae P4ana~er , the Director of Financ i al Ai d, and
the Director of Houaia~, each me officio '•vithout vote. Other parties may ee called
ao needed to achrioe the committee . 'l'he committee acta ao a sub committee of the
Faculty Senate ,'\eademie Affairs Committee. The Faculty Senate Academi c Affairs
Committee I s concerned with the study, analysis and assessment of effectiveness o f
academi c and enrollment policies, standards and organizational structures. It
makes pol icy recommendations to the Faculty Senate concerning admissions,
regist r at i on, grading, wi thdrawal, the university calendar, scheduling, and
academic support systems. The committee cooperates wi th other individuals, ~rouos
and commi t t ees i n stra·t egic planning, including academic reorganization plans
i nvolving the creation of new schools and colleges, departments, progr ams and
academic positions . Other related tasks may be requested by or approved by the
senate executive committee as provided for in Section IV.B.3.d of the Faculty
Senate Bylaws.

c.

The scope and-~n of the Enrollllleat Policy Committee is llfflited: to such
matters as are specified in the follo~•ia~ policies. The Academic Affairs Committee
works closely with the Provost and Vice President For Academic Affairs or Designee,
with the Academic Affairs Council, Registrar and Director of Admissions, Academic
support systems such as the library and media services, and other individuals,
groups and committees as appropriate.
UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSION

II.

A.

Articulation Policy Endorsement.
The University endorses the Policy on Inter-College Transfer and Articulation Among
Washington Public Colleges and Universities published by the Higher Education
Coordinating (HEC) Board. This policy establishes the rights and responsibilities
of transfer students and the review and appeal process in transfer credit disputes.

B.

General
1.
A±±-a8Pplicants must submit a completed CWU or Washington State Uniform
Application for Admission.
2.
1'here will ee appl icants must pay a non-refundable processing fee. Waivers
may be granted by the Vice - president for Enrollment Management and Marketing.
3.
Students Applicants must follow published deadlines. After University
deadlines have passed, the University may admit students on a selective basis.
4.
Applicants must provide CWU with official academic records of previous
schooling as described in Section C.l eelo .....
5.
Admission to the university occurs only on valid offer of admission as
specified in Section J eelow.
6.
Applicants will be cons i dered for admission as first year or transfer students
depend i ng on the number of credit hours earned elsewhere. These credits will
be eval uated and may not all count toward a CWU degree.

C.

First-year Applicants.
1.
First-year applicants are ones who are currently enrolled in high school or
have earned fewer than 4& 40 quarter hour college credits from an accredited
two- or four-year college.
2.
An applicant ·,;ita fmmr t:ftaa 9:5 credits frem aa aem:·edited t~Je
er fe~r year
eelle~e ·,rill lac treated as a first year applieaat uader this fleliey
3.
First-year applicants must arrange for current copies of all high school and
college transcripts as well as scores from either the ACT or SAT to be sent to
the Office of Admissions.
4.
For regular admission, applicants must meet minimum standards as established
by the HEC Board. The Academic Affairs Committee may recommend more stringent
standards as well as standards for automatic admission.
Standards for
automatic admission wi l l be established only by the Academic Affairs Commit tee
of the Faculty Senate in consultation with the Vice - president for Enro llment
Management And Marketing . Adherence to established standards of admiss ion
wi l l be monitored by the Academic Affairs Committee.
First year applicaats
are aHtematieally effered admissiea if they meet a minimHm admissieas index,
'irftiCh is determiaed a~· a ferm~la teat >lei~hts hi~b: seheel GPi!\ aad ot.andardized
teat a ceres. The minim~m iadeJE fer adffiiesiens is eetaeliohed by the IIEC
Beard. The Cl•m Enrellffieat Pel icy Cemmittee may reeeffiffiend a mere strin~ent
miniffiUffi.
5.
The University requires aflplieants frem B:i§'li scheel te have eempleted a cere
ef eeHrses appreved by the faculty and pHbliohed in the celle~e catale~. This
cere mHet ffieet and may eJEceed tee ffiinim~m eotablieb:ed by the IIEC Beard. 'l'he
Prevest's Office ~dll serve as the repeoitery fer adrnisoien standards and cere
curriculum.

D.

Home Scheel Applicants Without High School Diplomas
1.
Students Applicants who have been heme eehoeled not earned a hioh school
diploma may be offered admission to the University based on their Test of
General Education Development (GED) scores and/or on their ACT, er SAT, QK
other standardized test scores.
2.
Applicants may also be required to complete supplemental application forms,
present and analyze their academic histories and goals, and/or meet with
admissions counselors.

E.

Transfer Applicants
1.
A transfer applicant is one who comes to CWU with 4& 40 or more credits from
an accredited two- or four-year college or university.
2.
Applicants who have earned transferable Associate of Arts degrees from
accredited Washington State community colleges will receive special
consideration for admission as determined by the University and wi~ respect
te in accord with the dgirect ~Iransfer a~greements of the Intercollege
Relations Committee (ICRC)
and as determined by the facHlty.
3.
Transfer students from accredited Washington State community colleges for whom
transfer is necessary for academic progress will be given special
consideration as determined by the University and with respect to the direct
transfer agreements of the Intercollege Relations Commission .
4.
Each year, the Academic Affairs Committee in consultation with the Vice president for Enrollment Management and Marketing Unh•ersity' s Bnrellffient
Peliey Cemmittee will establish a minimum cumulative GPA for automatic offer
of admission to transfer students.
5.
Transfer students .. ,he have earned 45 or more eelle~e credits must arrange for
current copies of all college transcripts to be sent to the Office of
Admissions.
6.
Transfer applicants who do not meet the minimum cumulative GPA standard for
admission may be considered for alternative admission according to criteria
established recommended by the Enrellment Peliey Academic Affairs Committee.

F.

Alternative Admissions
1.
Applicants who do not meet the minimum admission index for automatic admission
may be considered for alternative admission situations.
Such applicants
include, but are not limited to, applicants who have been home-schooled ae
heme; persons who are 18 or older and have neither completed high school nor
45 40 credits of college work elsewhere but have earned certificates of
General Educational Development (GED) ; and applicants who are 25 or older who
have poor academic histories,
and who have not attended school recently.
2.
Minimum alternative admission requirements are established by the HEC board.
Additional alternative admissions criteria may be established by the
BnrollffieRt Policy Academic Affairs Committee.
3.
Students '•#flo are 18 or elder and fiave neitfier coft~I'leted B.igfi sefieel aor 45
credits of college level r,~erlc elom.·fiere may be coRsidered fer adffiiosiea if
tfiey have earaed Geaeral BducatioR Development (GSD) certificates. St'\::ldents 25
or elder ·. :he have po.o r aeadeffiie fiistoriee aad fia·o"e net atteaded sefioel
recently are aloe eligible for alteraative adm-issioa.
4.
All applicants for alternative admission~ may be required to submit scores
on either the ACT, er SAT, or other standardized test scores.
5.
Applicants may also be required to complete supplemental application forms,
present and analyze their academic histories and goals, and/or meet with
representatives of the Academic SerYiees Office an admissions counselor, sign
contracts agreeing to participate in regular advising, take specified courses,
and/or limit extra-curricular activities.

G.

International Students
1.
International students must submit the University's International Student
Application for Admission and an application fee.
2.
StudeRts Applicants must arrange to have official transcripts sent directly to
the Office of Admissions from all secondary schools and colleges attended.
3.
Examination results, such as General Certificate of Education, Ordinary and
Advanced Level scores, West African School Certificate, Hong Kong Certificate
of Education or Advanced Level Certificate, etc., should be sent directly from
the testing center in charge of administering the examinations.
Personal
student papers, photostats, or attested copies are not accepted for admission
or evaluation purposes.
4.
International students must meet the following minimum requirements for
admission purposes:
a.
Evidence of completion of the academic course work and national
examinations aeeessary to satisfy admiesioR requirements that would
qualify them to apply to colleges and universities in their native
country.
b.
Financial support as verified by the Confidential FiRancial Statement form
and a eurreat baak letter or oeaelarohip a·..•ard.
c.
Normally, if English is not the first language, competency in English
demonstrated in one of the following ways:
(1) at a level on the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) to be
set by the EnrellmeRt Policy Academic Affairs Committee in
consultation with the Director of International Studies and Programs;
(2) er transferable English composition courses which would meet the
general education writing requirement;
(3) Successful completion of the CWU-UESL program and recommendation by
the Director of UESL; o r
lil Other Evidence of Competency as Evaluated by the Director of UESL in
consultation with The Director of International Studies and Programs .

Ieeel:'eational st\:leen.to Applicants transferring from u.s. institutions must
have a minimum grade point average in transferable courses as established
by the BaFollment Policy Academic Affairs Committee or a transferrable AA
degree from an accredited Washington State community college. M-ee;stueeets must meet tbe academic Feeyuiremente fer eolle§e eatraeee ie
their eative country.
Exceptions to the above admissions requirements must be approved by the
Admissions Review Committee in consultation with Director of Aemissieas ie
consultation with the Director of International Studies and Program.
After admission an INS designated school official will determine whether
applicants have adequate financial support for their intended studies.
Financial support vlill be judged based on applicants'
confidential financial
statement and a current bank letter or any guaranteed source of funding.
If
the official judges that financial support is available, the INS certificate
of eligibility for F-1 status (Form I-20) will be issued.
d.

5.

6.

H.

Leaves of absence
Students may petition the Director of Admissions for leaves of absence.
£L.. Leaves of absence mav be granted for more than one quarter, but each quarter's
leave must be petitioned for separately
~
A pet i tion for a leave of absence must be submitted prior to the guarter for
which the leave is sought.
~

I.

Readmission of For.mer Students
1.
Students enrolled at -t;.fte CWU Blleesaur§ eamp\:lo ··•be ietcn:upt who intermit
their studies for one or more quarters without having been granted any leaves
of absence at Ccetral Nasbie§ton University (excluding summer) must reapply
for admission to the university and pay the admission fee.
Seueento enrollee
at tbe elfteeeee de§ree centers ~1bo ±aterrupt tbeir studies for three or more
quarters must reapply for admission ana };3ay tbe aemiooioe fee.
2.
Eligibility for readmission will be based on performance at Central Washington
University as well as on additional college-level work.
Standards for
eligibility for readmission will be established by the Bnrellmeet Policy
Academic Affairs Committee.
3.
Former students must arrange for transcripts of the additional work to be sent
to the Office of Admissions if they have attended college elsewhere during
their absence.

J.

Provisional Enrollment
1.
Provisional enrollment may be allowed for applicants who are not able to
provide transcripts or other information required for admission processing.
2.
Provisionally enrolled students have one quarter to complete the admission
process and demonstrate their eligibility for regular admission.

K.

Aeeeptaaee of e Qffer of Admission
1.
Admission to the University occurs only on valid offer of admission. [Repeated
from B. 5]
2.
An offer of admission is only valid for the academic quarter indicated in the
acceptance letter; an applicant otueeet who chooses not to accept an offer of
admission may reapply for a subsequent quarter. [moved from 5 below and
edited]
3.
Students offered admission to the University must confirm their intention to
enroll by paying a nonrefundable confirmation fee before they can begin the
orientation, registration, and advising process.
4.
Students who choose not to accept offers of admission must notify the Office
of Admissions in writing.
5.
otudeRt ;d<io eboooeo not to accept ae offer of aamiooioa ma:l" reapply fer a
ouasequent quarter. [moved to K.2 above and edited]

III

L.

WH::Fu:lraual of Offer of Admission
1.
The University may withdraw -A 2,_n offer of admission ffiay he ·,·itadra 'n'fi if,
between the time of application and the quarter of intended enrollment, an
applicant's academic work results in not meeting the requirements for
admission.
2.
If an o ff e r o f a d ft'l i ss i oa i s ·.lithdra\ffl:, In thi s case, the confirmation fee will
be refunded.
3.
The University will not withdraw an offer of admission until after May 1.
After that date studeats app li c ant s who have not paid the confirmation fee may
be denied admission.

M.

Applicants for Non-matriculated Status
1.
Non-matriculated status is given to those persons who are not seeking degrees
or certificates at CWU.
2.
Non-matriculated students do not need to go through the regular admissions
process but apply through the Office of the Registrar and will be allowed to
register on a space-available basis.
3.
Credits earned when in non-matriculated status may not be used to satisfy
degree or certificate requirements unless the student matriculates, in which
case a maximum of 45 credits may be applied.
4.
A student who is under active suspension from the University will not be
permitted to register in non-matriculated status.
5.
Non-matriculated students are not eligible for most financial aid, veteran's
benefits, credit evaluations, or other services regularly provided for
matriculated students.

N.

High School Enrichment Program
1.
Students who have not yet graduated from high school may be allowed to enroll
o n a s p ac e-avai l able bas is as non-matriculated students for courses that they
need to advance academically oa a space av ai l ab l e bas i s.
2.
To be eligible for the High School Enrichment Program, students must be-tH
either their j uni o r o r seai o r y ears and have demonstrated superior academic
performance or preparation in the area of study for which they are applying.
3.
High School Enrichment applicants must have the approval of their high school
principal, the Director of Admissions, and the chair of the appropriate
department.

0.

Running Start
1.
The University accepts students under the Running Start program as provided
for in RCW 28a.600.300 through RCW 28a.600.400.

ACCEPTANCE OF TRANSFER CREDIT
A.

Transfer credit from four-year institutions
1.
In general, it is the University's policy to accept credits earned through
university-level courses at institutions fully accredited by their respective
regional accrediting association.
2.
A student may transfer no more than 135 credits, including a maximum of 90
from community colleges.
3.
Only official transcripts will be used to evaluate credits for degree
requirements.
4.
Transfer course equivalents to University courses apply toward the
baccalaureate degree exactly as do t he ir c oun t erp a r ts offered at CWU the CWU
c o urses for whi c h they are b eing substituted.
Equivalency is established by
the appropriate academic departments. Other transfer courses that have not
been establ ished as that are aot exact equivalents may also be substituted
and allowed in the degree program with approval from the appropriate academic
department chair and, as appropriate, dean.

s.

Transfer credit is not normally awarded for the following types of study or
course work:
.a,_
Courses taken at colleges or universiti es that are not regionally
accredited;
~
Non-credit courses and workshops;
~
Remedial or col l ege preparatory courses; and
~
Sectarian religious studies.
Credits earned ie eo~rses . n~mberea 199 ana
above ·,.·ill he aeeeptea provided the ee~rsee rcq~ire ~aiveraity level

6.

Credits earnca in courses a1::1mberea bela·..· 199 may he alle·.,ea to f1::1lfill major
requirements eRly ·.dth. appre'o'al of the aflpropriate dC'J?)artment chair .
Credits earned in lower-division courses (normally numbered 100/200) will not
be accepted in fulfillment of the University's upper-division credit
requirement.
Credit fer ee1::1rseo takeR elee·..·here while eoac~rrently enrolled at Central
1·/ashiagten Uaiveroit:?t ·,dll be aece}3ted ealy if 13rier a}3}3reval for the noa CWU
earollment •,;as obtained froffl the Deaa of Academic Services.
Colleges which operate on a semester basis (i.e., divide the academic year
into two parts, exclusive of summer) give semester credits. Quarter credit
multiplied by two-thirds equal semester credits. Semester credits multiplied
by one and one-half equal quarter credits.

et~ay.

7.

B.

9.

1.

Transfer credit from community colleges
1.
The university will accept a maximum of 90 community college credits. Course
work exceeding that amount may be used to waive specific requirements but no
additional credits will be accepted.
2.
Academic associate degrees which are part of Direct Transfer Agreements
between the University and Washington community colleges will meet the general
education requirement of a bachelor's degree.
3.
After initial enrollment at CWU ~1ransfer students without a transferrable
associate degree from a Washington state community college wishing to complete
such a degree must complete it by the time they have completed 45 credits or
one calendar year (whichever comes earlier later) after iaitial enrollmeat at
Ceatral in order for the AA degree to satisfy the general education program
requirements at Ceatral CWU
4.
Associate degrees earned outside the state of Washington will not
automatically satisfy the general education requirements at CWU.

B.

Other forms of credit
1.
The University accepts, in a manner consistent with herein established
transfer and equivalency policies, college credit earned while a student is
enrolled in high school.
2.
Students may receive credit or advanced placement, or both, depending upon the
scores achieved in the college entrance examination board advanced placement
test (AP) . Credit and/or placement on the basis of AP test scores will be
established by the appropriate individual academic departments.
3.
Credits for successful completion of CLEP tests will be accepted in accordance
with policy established by the Earellmeat Policy Academic Affa irs Committee.
a.
Students will be awarded five college-level quarter credits for each scor e
at the soch percentile on the CLEP humanities, social science/history, and
natural sciences examinations. These credits will meet the general
education requirements in the appropriate academic areas.
~
Students may also be awarded credit for subject examinat i ons as determined
by appropriate academic departments at the time of application for credit.
4.

Credit for completing individual areas of study within the International
Baccalaureate Program may be accepted. Individual students must petition the
Deae of Acadefflic Services Admissions Review Committee for review of their
program of study and examination scores.
Standards for acceptance will be
establi shed by the appropriate academic departments.

5.

~

7.

IV

Credit will be accepted from non-u.s. institutions of higher education
a.
linked to CWU either by a bilateral or consortia! (e.g., ISEP) agreement
or
b.
certified by the CWU Office of International Programs as a legitimate,
recognized institution of higher education (tertiary level) within a
particular country, the student has received a passing grade recognized by
the institution; and
c.
when an official record or transcript has been received by the University
Upon submission of the DD form 214 or 295, matriculated students may rece i ve
up to 30 lower division elective credits for completion of military schools as
r ecommended by the American Council on Education.
[moved from IV Prior
Learning Experience below]
No more than 45 to t al quarter credits through CLEF or other sources of nontraditional credit may apply toward graduation.

ACADEMIC AND GENERAL REGULATIONS
A.

University Calendar
The University calendar will be established and approved annually by the Provost and
the President's cabinet.
The Registrar is responsible for initiating and developing
the calendar incorporating review and comments by the Office of Human Resources,
Athletic Director, Department Chairs' Organization, Academic Affairs Deaas' Council,
and Faculty Senate.

B.

Academic Advising and Orientation
1. All students are expected to seek, and the University will provide, appropriate
advising resources. These resources may include (but are not limited to)
specific faculty advisors, special program advisors, career development
counselors, advising seminars, advising workshops, and advising publications.
2. A major or pre-major advisor will be assigned by the major department at the
point at which a student is admitted into a major or pre-major program.

c.

Admission to Major
1. Students are required to apply for admission to the program in which they want
to major.
Completed forms are to be submitted to the department office which
administers the major.
2. Students~ should be admitted to a major or pre - major prior to accumulating
100 credits.
3. Students who have not been admitted to a major or pre-maior prior to 100 credits
will be given last priority during pre-registration.
4. Departments with major requirements that prohibit being admitted to a major at
100 credits or sooner must request pre-major codes from the Office of the
Registrar and establish pre-major advising.

D.

Registration
Procedures for registration will be established by the Registrar with the approval
of the Provost.

E.

Course Numbering and Class Standing
1. Courses are numbered sequentially from 100 through 700. Those numbered 100 are
pre-collegiate, and credits earned in such courses are not accepted toward
meeting degree requirements. Undergraduate courses are numbered 101 through 499,
and graduate courses are numbered 501 and above. Courses numbered 500 are
professional development courses and are not accepted toward meeting degree
requirements.
a. Lower Division
101 through 199
Freshman level
200 through 299
Sophomore level

b.

2.

3.

4.

5.

F.

Upper division

Junior level
300 through 399
Senior level
400 through 499
A student's class standing is determined by the number of credits earned and/or
accepted upon transfer. The following table lists the credits required for each
class level:
Freshman
0-44.9
45-89.9
Sophomore
90-134.9
Junior
Senior
135 or more
Students may enroll in courses one year level ahead of their present current
status exee~t when unless otherwise specified in the course description.
In order to meet tae m:inimum grad1:1atioa requiremeata o.f ~8Q credits ·,.·H:B:ia fo1:1r
years, lS credits ~cr q1:1arter and 45 credits ~er academic year is eo:aeiderea to
be a f1:1ll et1:1dy load. Ho·..·ever, oatisfyiBg grad1:1ation req1:1irements depends aot
only on the a1:1mber of credits eo~let::ed b1:1t alee o:a completion of all other
degree rcq1:1irement::s .
Seniors may enroll in graduate level courses (501 and above) with the approval
of both the instructor of the course and the department chair.
Those wishing
to designate the course f or graduate credit must obtain approval from the Dean
of Graduate Studies and Research. [moved from IV Seniors in Graduate Courses
below.)

Undergraduate Student Study Load
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

~
~

8.

Full-time or part-time student status is determined by the number of credits for
which a student is registered.
Full-time status is 12 or more credits in any
quarter.
Loads of 19 or 20 credits are considered overload and must be approved by the
major advisor and major department chair (in the case of students who have been
admitted to majors or pre-major status) or by the Dean of Academic Services
Director of Academic Advising Services (in the case of students without declared
majors.)
Loads in excess of 20 credits must be approved by the major advisor, major
department chair, and the appropriate school dean or, in the case of undeclared
majors, the academic advisor and the Dean of Academic Services Director of
Academic Advising Services and the Vice-Provost for Curriculum, Assessment, and
Academic Policy.
St1:1dents on academic ~roeation may not carry loads in eJtce9s of 12 credits.
A
Cl:lffll:llative CPA of 13 . 8 or B:igB:er is recommended for 91::l:ldeat9 seeking an overload.
[moved to 6 and 7 below and edited]
Students participating in activities which require "normal/satisfactory
progress" must be registered for and successfully complete (i.e., received
grades of A, B, c, D, S, or CR) 12 or more credits per quarter. Additioaal
req1:1iremento may a~ply to veteraas. Criteria for successful completion may be
established by the department supervising the activities.
Students on academic probation may not carry loads in excess of 14 credits.
[moved from 4 above and edited]
A cumulative GPA of 2.8 or higher is required for students seeking an overload.
Exceptions may be approved by the major department chair or the Director of
Academic Advising Services, in the case of students without declared majors.
[moved from 4 above and edited.]
Grad1:1ate student loads ·,\'ill be establisB:ed b'J' the G:Ead1:1ate Council.
See
Graduate Handboole.

Seniors in Graduate Courses
9. Seaiors may earoll in graduate level courses (SQl aad above) ·.dta tae approval
of eot.h the instructor of the course aad tae departmeat chair.

10.

St udent s \d ohing te a e signat e the eeuz=oe f e z= graau ate c redit ffiUOE ebta i n
appre val frem t he Deaa e f Craduae.e Stadi es a n d Resea r c h. [moved to E and
combined.)

G.

Concurrent Enrollment
1 . Credit for work taken while simultaneously enrolled at Central Washington
University and other educational institutions will be accepted on transfer to
Central.
2. Any student who has obtained an F-1 visa from CWU must obtain permission from
the Director of International Programs or designee prior to enrolling in any
other institution.

H.

Auditing a Course
1. Students eligible to enroll in a course for credit may enroll as an auditor,
provided space is available and permission is secured from the instructor prior
to registration.
2. To receive credit for an audited class, students must enroll for credit in and
repeat the same course in a subsequent quarter.
Students are assessed full tuition for audited courses.
3.
Instructors may not compel auditors to write papers or take examinations, but
4.
may insist upon other course requirements.
Instructors may request of the school/college dean that auditors be officially
5.
withdrawn from the course if these requirements are not met.
6. Students receive neither credit nor grades for audited courses.
7. Course participation requirements are set by the faculty member responsible for
the course.

I.

The University Catalog
The official electronic catalog (OEC) is the University's compilation for all
1.
curriculum. The OEC serves as the basis for major, minor, and program
requirements for the degree audit system for that academic year.
The OEC
includes all the changes which met the appropriate deadlines for approval the
previous academic year .
2. Undergraduate catalogs are valid for five years. A student should expect to
complete General Education requirements as listed in the OEC current at the time
of first enrollment at either Central Washington Univ ersity or a community
college in the State of Washington (provided he or she transfers directly to CWU
from the community college and has not attended another four year institution).
The student should also expect to meet the specific requirements of the
departments for majors and minors in the OEC current at the time he or she is
accepted by the department into the major or minor program.
3. If the student does not enroll for two or more consecutive quarters at Central
Washington University (excluding summer) wi t hout a l eav e o f absence (s e e II.H},
he or she must reactivate his or her major status. Reactivation must be done
with the concurrence of the department and in accordance with department and OEC
requirements current at the time.
4 . Department chairs will notify students that they are bound by the major
requirements which became effective with the fall OEC for the academic year in
which they are accepted into their major.
5 . Graduate students admitted to a master's degree program may use either the
catalog they are admitted under or the current one.

J.

Peremptory Withdrawal From a Course
1. A limited number of uncontested (peremptory) withdrawals from individual courses
will be permitted from the sixth day of the quarter through the end of the sixth
week of instruction according to the following schedule:

No. of credits earned at
time of course withdrawal
0-44.9
45-89.9
90-134.9
135-179.9
180-224.9

2.

No. of uncontested course
withdrawals permitted
2
1

1
1
1

etc.
1
Transfer credits will be included in the calculation for eligibility for
uncontested withdrawal.

K.

Hardship Withdrawals
1. After the sixth week of instruction or when the allotted peremptory withdrawals
have been used, withdrawals will be granted only for reasons of hardship and
then only upon written petitions to and written approval by the DeaR of Academic
Services Reg istrar . Guide line s wi ll b e e s tabli s hed by the Academic Affairs
Committee.
2. The student must h a ve d isc u s s ed the r easoas for a hardshi p ·. d thdr a·..·al ·.~ith
contact the course instructor and obtain his or her signature on the hardship
withdrawal petition. The s i g n a t u r e s e rve s me r e l y to ackno wledge the petiti o n
and imp lies neith er s uppor t nor r e j ect i on of the reque s t .
3. The Deal'l: of Academi c Servi ces '• Ji ll Reg istrar ma y consult with the course
instructor when evaluating a petition for hardship withdrawals, and will notify
the faculty memb e rs instruc t o r if the hardship withdrawal has been approved.
4. Hardship withdrawals from individual courses will not be permitted during or
after the final examination period.
5. Conversions of Incompletes to withdrawals ~ •il l ~e t r e ated as mus t be p etitio n ed
as if thev we re hardship withdrawals, i.e., they may be effected only upon
petition to the Dean o f Academi c Servi ces Regi s trar .
6. Withdrawals will not be included in calculating grade point averages .

L.

Withdrawal From The University
1. A student may withdraw from the University for reasons of illness or other
extenuating circumstances at any time prior to finals week ..
2.
A student may not withdraw from the University during finals week except with
approval of the Deaa o f Academi c Se rvi ces Reg i s tra r .
3. The Registrar will notify affected faculty members when a student has withdrawn
from the University.
4. Students who plan to leave the University must complete the official withdrawal
form.
Failure to do so may result in failing grades.

M.

Withdrawal From Tho University Due to Military Exigency
1. Students who have been called into military service of the United States due to
a national emergency will be eligible for withdrawal from the University or the
granting of credit. The policy does not apply to regular National Guard or
Reserve duty or to annual active-duty requirements.
2. Students who must withdraw from the University during the first third of the
quarter will be granted Withdrawal (W) .
3. Students who must withdraw from the University during the second third of the
quarter may request either a Withdrawal (W) or an Incomplete (I) in each course
with no specified deadline for completion.
4. Students who must withdraw from the University during the last third of the
quarter may request a Withdrawal (W) or an Incomplete (I) or credit7
5. If credit is required, the instructors must report either a letter grade or a
Satisfactory (S) for each course depending upon the quality of the student's
work .
6. If the courses complete all requirements for the baccalaureate degree, the
degree will be awarded.
7. Students who must withdraw from the University during the first or second third
of their final quarter prior to graduation may be granted the baccalaureate

8.

N.

degree upon the recommendation of the major department chair and of the
school/college dean.
In all circumstances, students will be expected to attend classes up to 15
calendar days prior to induction.

Grading Policies and Regulations
1.

"Grade Points" are assigned to each grade as follows:
Grade
A
AB+
B

BC+

c
cD+
D
DF

Grade Points per Credit
4.0
3.7
3.3
3.0
2.7
2.3
2.0
1.7
1.3
1.0
0.7
0.0

2.

A "C" grade indicates taat a stl:l:deat B.as made e1:1betaatial progress to·..·ard
meeting the objectives of tae col:l:rse and B.as fl:l:lfilled the requirements of tae
eettrse. '!'he grades abo·ve "C " are 1:1sed fer theee etl:l:dents '•<he have demeas·trated
some degree of sl:l:peri ority. 'l'B.e highest grade, "A", is reserved for taose
st1:1dents ·.1ho aave eJteelled in every paaee of the eol:l:rse. '!'fie "B" grade is for
students .,,fiose ·.mrle is e1:1perior bl:l:t does not ·.:arrant the special Eiistinctiveness
of tae nA". Tae "D" is a grade for those st1:1deB:te ·,ffio B.ave made progress to~tard
meeting tB.e objectives of the eottrse but ~.'he have fl:l:lfilled the requ:iremento
only in a sl:lbstaadard manner. 'Pfloe "F" is reserved fer stl:l:Eients 'n'Bo aa·..e failed
to meet or have aeeomplisaed eo fe•: of the requirements of tee eol:l:ree that taey
are net entitled to credit.

3.

'Pee fellmving symbols are also l:l:sed. No "grade points" are assigned for the
fol l owi ng symbols:.
S
Satisfactory
U Unsatisfactory
AU Audit
w Indicates a complete withdrawal from the University.
+W Indicates an uncontested withdrawal from a course.
HW Indicates a hardship withdrawal from a course.
I
Incomplete- an "I", when recorded, is not a qualitative grade. Rather, it
means that a student was not able to complete the course by the end of the
term but had satisfactorily completed a sufficient portion of it and can be
expected to finish without having to re-enroll in it. To earn a grade,
course work must be completed as prescribed by the instructor on forms filed
in the appropriate department office. If it is not completed within one
calendar year, the "I" will automatically be changed to an "F".
IP In Progress - A grade is issued when the course is completed. "IP" is used
primarily for graduate thesis, project study and Organization Development
courses.
INC
incomplete extended beyond normal limit. Frozen upon program completion.
NR No grade reported.
NS no show. No evidence that the student has ever attended class.
Grading policy is the responsibility of individual instructors as l ong as
student s are notified of that policy at the outset of a cour se and the pol icy i s
appli ed consistently within a course.
Departmen ts may establ ish grading standards and policies wh i ch guide the gradi ng
by individual i nstructors . Any such policy must be course - specific and not

~

~

instructor- specific, must be applied uniformly for all sec tions of the cours e ,
and must be in existence prior to the first day of instruction of the quarter in
which the course is offered.

o.

Grade Point Average
1. Grade point averages will be calculated by dividing grade points earned by the
credit hours attempted.
2. Only work attempted at Central will be included in the computation except in the
ffiajer GPA f or major, minor, and profess i onal educat i on p r ograms in which case
grades earned in all allowed courses allowed in the major are used. Credits
earned at other institutions are accepted in meeting degree requirements
according to the limits described under bachelor's degree requirements.

P.

Credit/No Credit Option
1. Students, except for first quarter freshmen and students on academic probation,
may select one course per quarter under the Credit/No Credit option. The
Credit/No Credit option is distinct from courses graded on
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory basis.
2. The Credit/No Credit option may only be applied to undergraduate hreaeth
requirements ana free elect ives. The option does not apply to under§raduate
basic slcille reguiremeats or master's degree requirements. [moved from 8 below
and edited]
3.
A maximum of 15 credits earned in credit/no credit courses may be allowed
toward the 180 required for the bachelor's degree.
4. Courses taken beyond the 15 credit maximum as credit/no credit will be converted
to a grade. [moved from 7 below]
5. The grade recorded on the student's transcript will be "CR" if the course grade
is c-or above.
If below c-, the entry will be "NC".
6. Instructors will not be informed which students are taking a course for
Credit/No Credit. A grade will be given as in any other course.
7. Courses talcel't beyond the 15 credit manimum as Creeit/No Credit ·..-ill be converted
to a §rade. [moved to 4 above]
8. The Creeit/No Creeit option may Q!!1Y he applied: to unaer§rad:uate breadth
requirements ana free electives. Tfl:e option does not aP:Pl)' to undergraduate
basic skills reeyuirements or master's degree requirements. [moved to 2 above and
edited)
9. Students ean may designate a course as Credit/No Credit or graded during
registration or by the end of the sixth week of instruction.
10 . Courses taken on a graded basis may not be repeated on a Credit/No Credit basis.
7.
Credits earned under the Credit/No Credit option are not included in computing
grade point averages.

Q.

Satisfactory/unsatisfactory Courses
1. New courses for which there are no performance evaluations required for
entrance, progress, or completion, and for which attendance is the basis for
evaluation, will be graded S/U.
2. Courses graded Satisfactory /Unsatisfactory and the conditions under which they
will be so graded must be so identified in the course description in the
catalog .

R.

Statute of Limitations on Grade Changes
Grade changes may be filed until the end of the quarter following the one in which
they were recorded. Spring quarter grades may be changed until the end of the Fall
quarter.

s.

Grade Reports
A report of the final grades assigned in courses will be made available to each
student at the end of each quarter.

T.

Honor Roll
1. Undergraduates who achieve a grade point average of 3.5 or higher will be named
to the Honor Roll.
2. To be eligible, a student must complete a minimum of 12 graded credits in the
quarter earned.
3.
Post-baccalaureate students are not eligible for the Honor Roll.
U.

Grade Appeal Procedure
Grades may be appealed according to the academic grievance policy published in the
Handbook of University Policy and Procedures.

v.

Repetition of Courses
1 . Some CWU courses are approved for repetition with credit awarded each time the
course is taken and passed. Such approval is indicated in the course description
in the University catalog.
2 . Full tuition is assessed for all repeated courses.
3. Other CWU courses may be repeated under the following conditions:
a. Students are allowed to take a course a second time.
Students attempting to
take the same course a third time may do so only with permission of the
course instructor and the department chair.
Unless otherwise designated as
repeatable, courses may not be taken more than three times without
permission of dean of the college and department chair .
b . Credit will be awarded only once including credit for transfer courses that
are repeated at Central.
c. When a course is repeated, only the last grade earned will be used in the
computation of the cumulative and major grade point averages. All grades
will remain in the student ' s official record.
4. Any CWU course repeated at another institution is subject to the following
requirements:
a. It cannot be transferred in for CWU credit .
b. Its grade will not be used in calculating either the CWU or the transfer
GPA.
c. Under exceptional circumstances, it may be used to waive major or program
requirements with permission of the department chair or the program
certification officer.

w.

Incompletes
1 . An "I" means the student was not able to complete the course by the end of the
term, but has satisfactorily completed a sufficient portion of it and can be
expected to finish without having to re-enroll in it.
2. To earn a grade, work of the course must be completed as prescribed by the
instructor on forms filed in the appropriate department office.
3 . If it is not completed within one calendar year, the "I" will convert to an "F" .
4. Students may not re-register for a course in which they receive a grade of
incomplete.

X.

Course chal lenge (credi t by examinati on)
Under certain circumstances the univers ity mav a ward c r edit or wa ive requirements
bas ed o n c ours e chall e nges . Matri cul ated s tudents, enro ll ed o n a fu ll- time b a si s ,
may chal l enge any cour se which a ppears on the c urre n t cou r s e chall e nge list . A
cours e c h a llenge app li c at i on form, ava ilable in t he Reg istrar ' s office , and
a p plic a ble fee mu st b e submitte d ·t o the Reg i s tra r ' s office . The following ru l es
apply:
L
Special courses such as "Individua l Study," "Spec i al Top i cs," " Coope r ative
Education," and "Seminars" may not be challenged for credit .
.£...:_ A list of department app r ov ed cou rs es whi c h ma y be c h a ll e n g e d wi ll b e maintaine d
by the regi st rar's office .

~

L
~

_§____,_

~

~

The challenge is conduc_ted according to procedures established by the
departments.
The result of the course challenge is recorded as "S" or "U" on the transcript
and is not used in computing grade point average.
The application to challenge a course will be denied if:
~
Credit for the course has been received previously at this or another
college,
Q_,_ The course was previously failed,
~
The student previously wi thdrew from the course,
~
The course was previously unsatisfactorily challenged,
~
The course was previously audited or
~
Registration was canceled.
Credit by examination will not be allowed toward meeting the residence study
requirements by the university.
Graduate students which have been admitted to a graduate program must obtain
permission from the dean of graduate studies and research, their advisor and the
course instructor for course challenge. [from Course Challenge below]

Course substitutions
Students may petition the appropriate department chair if they wish to substitute
courses within degree requirements.
Course substitutions may not contravene general
University policy.

z. Scholastic Standards
1. Academic standards are established by the faculty. The Vice-President for
Student Affairs has responsibility for implementing these standards.
2. A student's academic standing appears on the quarterly grade report.
Following
are standard designations of academic standing:
a. Good Standing: A student is in good standing when both the quarterly and
cumulative grade point averages (GPA) are 2.0 or higher.
b. Academic Warning: A student who has been in good standing will be placed on
Academic Warning when the GPA for the previous quarter is below 2.0.
c. Academic Probation: A student who has been on academic warning will be
placed on academic probation if either the quarterly or cumulative GPA is
below 2.0.
d. Academic Suspension: A student who has been on academic probation will be
placed on academic suspension if the GPA for the previous quarter is below
2.0. If the GPA for the previous quarter is 2.0 or above, but the cumulative
GPA remains below 2.0, the student will remain on academic probation.
3. Immediately after grade reports are prepared, the Vice-President for Student
Affairs reviews the academic files of all suspended students and makes one of
three decisions:
a. The student may be allowed to register for one more quarter with an academic
standing of probation.
b. The student may be allowed to submit a petition presenting evidence of
circumstances beyond the student's control which adversely affected the
student's performance during the preceding quarter(s). If the petition
presents convincing evidence of such extenuating circumstances, the student
will be referred to the academic standing committee. The committee will hear
the student's case and may decide to allow the student to enroll for one
more quarter on academic probation.
c. The student may be denied enrollment for one year, following which a written
petition for readmission must be presented to the Vice-President for Student
Affairs. Readmission is not guaranteed.
d. A letter will be sent to the student informing him/her of the VicePresident's decision.

AA. Academic Forgiveness
1. A former undergraduate returning after an absence of at least five years and
whose cumulative GPA is below 2.0 may petition the De~R ef Ae~aeffiie Serviees
Academic Standing Committee for waiver of the low GPA and for academic
placement as "good standing."
2. Such a petition may be approved only once and then only if at least five years
have elapsed since last attendance and there is documented evidence of a change
in the student's life which would indicate a readiness for successful
scholarship.
3. If academic forgiveness is granted, the previous credits and grades will remain
in the student's record, however the grade point average will be suppressed and
the student will be admitted in good standing.
4. The cumulative grade point average will include all grades for all courses
unless the student has earned at least a 3.00 GPA in 45 credits since returning,
in which case only the grades earned since reinstatement will be used in
computing the cumulative grade point average.
5. The forgiveness policy does not extend to calculating grade point averages of
majors or to honors.
BB. Class Attendance
1. At the instructor's discretion, regular class attendance may be required.
2. If by the end of the third day of instruction of the quarter a student has
failed to attend a class in which enrolled, the instructor may drop the student
from the class roll by notifying the Registrar so the dropped student can be
informed
3. A student who does not meet course prerequisites may be required to drop from
the course.
4. The faculty are not required to offer makeup work for absences.
s. In an effort to minimize negative effects of participation in activities
requiring prolonged absences from campus, members of the university community
directing or arranging such activities must adhere to the following guidelines:
a. Scheduling of such activities shall not overlap with official final
examination periods; scheduling of such activities shall not require an
absence of more than three (3) consecutive class days. Scheduling of such
activities shall be announced to the students far enough in advance for them
to plan to complete assignments or prepare for tests.
b. Sponsors of university approved activities requiring absence from campus
will prepare and sign an official list of the names of those students who
plan to be absent. It is each student's responsibility to present a copy of
the official list to the appropriate instructors and make arrangements for
the absence.
c. If an exception to the guidelines is needed, the sponsor of the activity
will directly contact faculty in whose courses affected students are
enrolled to determine whether or not participation in the activity will
negatively affect the student's performance or grade.
d. The intent of the policy is to assure that the burden of seeking permission
for an exception lies with the sponsor and not with the participant(s).

CC. Syllabi
Instructors will provide each student with a written or electronic syllabus at the
beginning of a course. The syllabus will contain information about, but not be
limited to, the following:
~
Title, time and location of the course;
£..,_ Name, campus address, e - mail address, telephone number and office hours of
instructor;
h Objectives of course and expected student learning outcomes.

~
~
_§____,_

~

~

_2___,_

Type of instruction, i.e., lecture/discussion, lab, studio, etc., and any
spe_c ial conditions or requirements associated with the style.
Required books and materials.
Method of evaluating student performance in the course.
Instructor's policy on students' attendance.
Tentative schedule including dates when papers or other assignments are due as
well as dates of examinations;
rnstructor 's po~icy on late work, make-up, extra credit, and granting of
Incompletes.

DD. Athletic Participation

Central Washington University may elect to abide by academic standards established
by outside athletic organizations or agencies as long as they meet or exceed
university standards.

1.

2.
3.
9:.

5.

G.
7.

Course ChalleRge (Credit By BltamiaatioR)
ORder eertaia eire1:1:mstaRceo the Uai·..ersity may a\lard credit or ··~aive requiremeBts
based oa ce1:1:rse challea§es or prior learaiB§ ffi~erieRee. Matriculated studea ts,
enrolled oR a full time basis, may ehalleHge an-y cou.rse 'n'liica af)pea"Es oa the eurreat
course challea§e lis-t. A coU:rse ceallea§e applieatioa form, available ifl tee
Registrar's office, aad applicable fee mus-t be euemitted to the Registrar's office.
Tee folle.,dag rules apply.
Special courses such as "Iadividual Study," "Special Tef)ies," "Cee}:lerative
Eidueatioa," aad "Semiaars" may aet be ehalleBged fer credit.
A list of department approved courses ·.~hieft: ma:t be eeallea§ed ··1ill be maiHtained by
the Registrar's office.
Tae challeBge is eeaducted accertiiHg to preeedareo established by the departmea'ts.
The result of the course e:halleage is recorded as "S" er "U" OR tee traaseript and
is aet used ia eempatiag grade peiat average.
't''Ae af)}:Ollicatiea te c:hallenge a course ~dll be deaied if credit fet: the course has
beea received previously at this or aaether college, tlie course \•"as f)rcvieusly
failed, the coarse ·..·as previously unsatisfactorily challenged, audited er if
registration .... as caflceled.
Credit by eJtamiBatiea will Bet be allm1ed toward ffieetiag the l!'esideace study
requirements by tee universit}'.
Graduate studeats Hhieh have beea admitted tea grad1:1:ate program must obtaia
perffiissiea freffi the Dean of Graduate Studies aad Researcft:, their adviser aad the
course instructor fer ceU:rse challea§e. [entire section moved to X above]

Prier =earaiag

EJ~erieaee

8.

Studeats adffiitted
te 9:5 credits for
iadustry, perferffi
be recoffiffieaded by

to the veeatieaal technical trade aad iaduatrial major ma)" eara up
ifidU:strial eleperieBce. Studeats must provide evidcace ef •..·eriE in
satisfactorily i:a ~~rittea, oral and perferffianee C3Eamiaatioas, and
the departmeat fer credit. [program eliminated by Faculty Senate

9.

Upoa suemissiea of the DD forffi 214 or 295, matrie\:llated studeate ffiay receive up te
30 lm1er divisiea electiYe credits fer eempletiea of military schools as receffifficnded
by the Amerieaa Ce'I:H'leil ea Bducatiea. [moved to III. C.]

4/14/99]

EE. Academic Appeal
1 . The Board of Academic Appeals exists to guarantee due process for academic

2.

grievances involving students, faculty, staff and administrators.
The academic appeals policy is established by the Faculty Senate and is
administered by the Vice-President for Student Affairs.

FF. Required Participation in Assessment Activities
1. Assessment of students
As part of the continual evaluation and pursuit of excellence in ongoing
programs, students are required to participate in assessment activities at
several points during their academic careers.
a. Students will be assessed for placement into ENG 101 and MATH 101 and above
upon entering cwu as freshmen.
Students with deficiencies in English
usage/reading or computation must correct them prior to enrolling in ENG 101
or MATH 101 and above, respectively.
b. Once accepted, international students may be evaluated by the UESL staff to
determine whether additional UESL course work will be required during
attendance at CWU.
c. Students will be tested for proficiency in English usage, reading, and
computation after the student has completed 90 credits but prior to
accumulating 110 credits. Departments may establish their own requirements
as long as they meet or exceed University standards. Departments may also
require students with deficiencies to correct them before being accepted
into the major.
2. Assessment of Programs
a. Students will participate in an assessment of intended student outcomes of
the general education program.
b. Students will participate in end-of-major assessments prior to graduation.

V.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS FOR BACHELOR'S DEGREES
Students are eligible for award of a bachelor's degree if they are in good standing and
fulfill the following requirements established by the faculty:
A.

Credits
1 . A minimum of 180 quarter credits is required.
2. A minimum of 60 credits of upper division study (courses numbered 300 and 400)
is required. Students must study on the University campus or at an established
University center at least three quarters and earn a minimum of 45 credits.
3. Credits earned through industrial or military experience or through credit by
examination may not be used to meet residency requirements.
4. Transfer students must earn from CWU a minimum of 10 credits in the major and,
if a minor is declared, 5 credits in the minor.

B.

Scholastic Requirements for Graduation
1. Graduation and graduation with honors are based on credits and grade-point
averages earned at the time the degree is awarded.
2. Changes in grades made after the award of the degree have no effect on the
degree.
3. In order to graduate, students must have achieved a cumulative grade-point
average of at least 2.0 (C) in courses taken at Central Washington University.
4. Students must also have achieved a cumulative grade point average of at least
2.25 in the major field of study. All courses fulfilling the major
requirements, including courses accepted in transfer, are used in computing the
major grade point average.
5. Specific degree and professional certification programs may have more stringent
degree requirements than those specified above.

c.

Degree Components
1. The general education program must be completed as defined in the University
catalog.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Students transferring from Washington state community colleges holding the
appropriate academic transfer associate degree will have met the general
education program requirements .
Completion of all requirements for a major as specified by the appropriate
department is required.
Exceptions in majors, minors, and teacher preparation programs must be approved
by the appropriate department chair and school dean or designee.
Completion of a minor is required when the major contains fewer than 60 credits .
Successful demonstration of writing and computational skills is required for
graduation.

D.

Foreign Language
Students seeking the Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) degree must complete one y ear
college/university study of a single foreign language or two years high school study
of a single foreign language .

E.

Professional Education
All professional education programs require completion of professional education
courses in addition to completion of major requirements.

F.

Application for Graduation
1. Application for the bachelor's degree must be filed one quarter prior to the
quarter at the end of which the student expects to graduate .
2. Exceptions to Un ive rsity graduation requirements must be petitioned to the
Registrar . trp!3f9Ye d by tee Deafl: e f AeadefR:i:e Se rvices Approval of excep tio ns
must be obtained from the General Educatio n Committee , department or prog ram
chair and responsi b le dean whe re a p prop riate.

G.

Commencement Participation
1. Students who have met graduation requirements during the current academic year,
Summer through Winter quarters, and those expecting to meet the requirements
during the current Spring quarter may participate in the spring graduation
ceremony .
2. Students must submit to the Registrar a commencement participation form prior to
the published commencement participation deadline.
3 . Students anticipating graduation the Summer quarter following commencement
exercises may participate in the graduation ceremony on a space available basis.
Candidates
4. for Summer graduation who wish to participate in the spring commencement
ceremony prior to issuance of a degree must submit an application for graduation
prior to the Spring quarter deadline. Published acknowledgment of the degree
will not take place until the degree is conferred.
5. All honors recognition for summer quarter candidates will be published the
following spring.
6. Students participating in commencement exercises must wear commencement regalia
approved by the Registrar .
7. Exceptions to commencement procedures are approved by the Registrar.

H.

Graduation with Distinction
Baccalaureate honors are awarded to recipients of a first bachelor's degree
according to the following standards:
3.5 to 3.69 - cum laude
3.7 to 3.89 - magna cum laude
3.9 to 4.00 - summa cum laude
Cum laude, magna cum laude, and summa cum laude will be noted on the recipient's
diploma and university transcript.

I.

Other Distinctions:
1. President's Scholars: President's scholars are those students who, in the
current academic year, have cumulative GPA's in the top 1% of their respective
school or college class. GPA is calculated by existing University policy.
2. Dean's Scholars: Dean's scholars are those students who, in the current academic
year, have cumulative GPA's in the top 5% of their respective school or college
class (but not including the top 1%}. GPA is calculated by existing university
policy. Individual study majors are computed in the College of Arts and
Humanities.
3. The following conditions must be met in order to be considered for graduation
with distinction:
a. At least seventy-five (75) of the credits required for the degree must be
earned at Central Washington University with a minimum of 60 credits in
courses taken on the A-F graded basis.
b. Credits earned by course challenge, CLEP and other national examinations,
military experiences or courses, non-college courses and industrial
experience will not be allowed toward the 75 credits required for
eligibility.
c. Honors shall be based on the GPA of all credits earned at Central as well as
transfer credits accepted by CWU.
4. The Registrar will calculate the top percentage for declared graduates based on
the end of Winter quarter data.
Final determination of honors will be made
after Spring quarter graduation when all grades are recorded.
5. Students completing degree requirements during the summer who are permitted to
participate in the preceding Spring quarter commencement will not be eligible
for honors recognition until the following Spring commencement ceremony.

J.

Concurrent Baccalaureate Degrees
1. A student may be awarded more than one baccalaureate degree (B.A., B.A. Ed.,
B.F.A., B.MUS., B.S.) at the same time provided that requirements of both the
degree programs have been completed.
2. Double majors within the same baccalaureate program do not constitute separate
baccalaureate degrees.
3. In disciplines offering multiple baccalaureate degrees with identical or similar
names, e. g., B.A. and B.S. in Biology, only one degree will be awarded.
Exceptions to this policy require approval by the department chair and the
appropriate dean.

K.

Second Baccalaureate Degree
1. Qualified students seeking second baccalaureate degrees are admitted to graduate
status; this does not mean, however, that they are enrolled in an "advanced
degree program."
2. To receive a second baccalaureate degree students must complete:
a. all degree requirements not satisfied by the previous degree, and
b. a minimum of 45 quarter credits from Central.
3. Second baccalaureate degree students follow regulations applicable to
undergraduates.

\

AGENDA
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING
3:10p.m., Wednesday, May 19, 1999
BARGE412
INTERACTIVE CONNECTION: SEATAC
I.

ROLLCALL

ll.

Motion: CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA

ill.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

IV.

COMMUNICATIONS

V.

REPORTS/ACTION ITEMS
Chair:
Motion: Change of 1999/00 Faculty Senate Meeting Date
Change October 6 to October 20 for NASC evaluation team
Motion: 1999/00 Faculty Grievance Committee (attached)
Code Committee:
Motions: Proposed Faculty Code changes (attached)
Academic Affairs Committee
Motion: Proposed changes to the Handbook of Academic Policy

VI.

REPORTS/DISCUSSION ITEMS
A.
CHAIR (10 min.)
B.

CHAIR ELECT (10 min.)

C.

PRESIDENT (10 min.)

D.

SENATE CONCERNS (10 min.)

E.

STUDENT REPORT (10 min.)

F.

SENATE COMMITTEES (35 min.)
Academic Affairs Committee: Charles McGehee
Budget Committee: Barney Erickson
Code Committee: Beverly Heckart
Curriculum Committee: Luetta Monson
Personnel Committee: Robert Perkins
Public Affairs Committee: Linda Death

Vll. NEW BUSINESS
Vlll. OLD BUSINESS

IX.

ADJOURNMENT
***LAST REGULAR SENATE MEETING:
BARGE412

Ju~e

2, 1999***

1999/00 FACULTY GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE
FACULTY GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE

Reports to: President
Contact: Barbara Hodges, President's Office
Purpose: Resolve, by informal means, specific grievances, disputes or conflicts of faculty members
and recommends action to the President. (Members appointed by the Faculty Senate Executive
Committee and ratified by the Faculty Senate.)
Membership: 3 Regular Tenured Faculty and 3 Alternate Tenured Faculty):
Regular Members:
Steve Schepman, Psychology 3 Years
Robert Jacobs, Political Science 2 Years
Corwin King, Communication Patrick 0' Shaugln1essy 1eti:t ing 6-199, 1 Year
Alternate Members:
Gerald Gunn, Business Administration 3 Years
Teresa Martin, English 2 Years
Jack Dugan-1 Year

D. FACULTY LOAD
7.20 Faculty Load- Instructional facultv Members
B. 1. a.

Detennination of contact-hour loads shall follow the guidelines:
(1) Lecture/demonstration/laboratory classes (actual class hours-I class hour= I contact hour)

(2) LaboratoriesfaActivities classes (2 class hours= 1 112 contact hours-I class hour=3/4 contact
hour)
~e.g_. 3 l'll/~eek lab-2 h~. eontaet ll01.1!'!
2 hrll'eek: lab-1 112 eont-act ham
2 hrlweek acti viey elas:s l 1/ 2 eonmet hoar)
(3)

Student-teaching/field-experience/cooperative education supervision
(a.) Student teaching/field experience
1. Part-time campus supervisor-a! contact credit hour= I 1/4 full-time students
2. Field supervisor-I contact credit hour= I 1/4 full-time students
(b) Cooperative education supervision- I contact hour=30 student credit hours. Faculty shall
receive remuneration according to the terms of Section 7.20.B.l.aA of this Faculty

Code.
(4)
ill}

.{Q}
{£}

@

llti

Individual study supervision (all courses titled thesis (or equivalent), and individual
study [296, 496, 596]) to be renlunerated bv oavment or reassigned time as follows:
Undergraduate level-S student credit hours= 1 contact hour
500 level- 6 student credit hours= 1 contact hour
600-700 level (thesis or equivalent committee chair)-3 student credit hours = 1 contact
hour. Credit' to be given once upon submission of thesis to the department (thesis
advisor).
599-689-699.1 • 6 thes~s (or equivalent) committees= 1 contact hour (membership on
thesis, or equivalent, committee other than chair). Credit to be given once upon
submission of thesis to the department (thesis advisor).
The university recognizes that it is not alwavs possible to foresee the timely scheduling
of individual studies during some quarters and that individilal faculty members mav
necessarily suoervise these studies as an overload. Therefore two different modes of
calculating contact hour Joads that include individual studies may be emploved bv the
:facultv member. These modes shall be applied bv the faculw member with the consen t
of the department chair anclacademic dean .

.G.

Same quarter scheduling: individual study assigned as part of the faculty member's
average contact hour load.

(ii . Reassigrunent (See Section 7 .20.B.l.b.) : individualfacultv members shall
experience an adjustment in their average loads after accwt1ulating the contact hour
equivalent, of not more than one lecture{demonstration/1aboratory course. provided
that U1ev continue to be ·emploved.by the univetsitv at the time that they complete
rhe accwnulatio:n. Onlv one such adjustment oer academic year·shall occur for an
individual faculty member. FacultY men'lbers shall not eaFn reassignment under
this Section 7.2G.B. l.a.4.e. for more than one (1) lecture/demonstrationllaboratorv
course at anv one time.

(iii The individual faculty member's department shall keep records of credits and
contact hours accumulated quarter to quarter under this Section 7.20. B. 1. a. 4.
Other types of instructional activities - contact hour equivalencies are arranged by agreement
between the chair, the dean, and the provost/vice president for academic affairs.
Non-instructional assignments - contact hour equivalencies are agreed upon by chair, dean and
the provost/vice president for academic affairs.
Rationale: Although related to the general load policy, this issue addresses the problem of awarding credit to
faculty members for laboratory classes, as requested by several faculty and the Faculty Senate Executive
Committee, and individual studies as requested by the university's auditor.
Instructors spend as much or more time preparing for and conducting laboratory classes as they do for regular
lectures. It is unfair not to recognize this work by awarding the same amount of credit. Many times, problems
arise out of laboratory classes that force the faculty member to spend much time with individual students outside
the regularly scheduled lab.
Where individual studies are concerned, departments with graduate programs find themselves donating significant
amounts of time to the university because the regularized procedure for granting credit has not been enforced
When some colleges sought ways to compensate faculty through released time, the university's auditor protested.
In other cases, the payment of bonuses to faculty in the summer could result in serious injury to academic integrity.
The Code Committee has devised a solution that will address the auditor's concerns and will also regularize the
payment for theses. The Code Committee has further agreed with the provost that the work expended in
connection with theses should be awarded to the faculty member at the time of submission of the thesis to the
department (major advisor of the master's candidate). Students pay the fee for thesis credit (regardless of whether
or not they earn the master's degree), and the funds are therefore available for the payment of the student's
committee.
In connection with the proposal to reward faculty members in a regularized way for instructing individual studies,
the Code Committee recommends the discontinuation of the payment ofbonuses to faculty members when their
graduate students complete theses in the summer. Section 15.40 of the Faculty Code, which governs loads during
Summer School, does not provide for such payments. It states that Section 7.20 of the Faculty Code applis to
summer school as well as to the regular academic year. Moreover such a practice of bonuses may weaken the
academic integrity of the university and contribute to its further commercialization. In a code interpretation that
responds to a request for review from the dean of one of the colleges, the Code Committee has already advised
against the payment of such bonuses.
The Code Committee further advises Senators and the university's faculty that passage of this amendment (in its
revised form) will impact scheduling, course offerings, and class size. Next year will be a period of adjustment to
this system. This amendment represents a substantial benefit to faculty, but it will require some reorganization
within departments. Departments, in addition to revising past practices, must also begin to keep thorough and
accurate records of individual studies, theses advising and membership on thesis committees.

II. FACULTY LOAD
7.20 Facultv Load - Jnstructional facultv Members
B. 1. a.

Determination of contact-hour loads shall follow the guidelines:
(1) Lecture/demonstration/laboratory classes (actual class hours-1 class hour= I contact hour)
(2) Laboratorie!laActivities classes (2 class hours= I 112 contact hours-1 class hour=3/4 contact
hour)
(e.g. 3 lrrl .. cek lttb-2 1/... contact hottrs
21m'neek lab-1 l/2 contact hom
2 hrfl,eek aeti • icy cl:ass•l 112 contact hottr)
(3)

Student-teaching/field-experience/cooperative education supervision
(a.) Student teaching/field experience
1. Part-time campus supervisor-a 1 contact credit hour=1 1/4 full-time students
2. Field supervisor-I contact credit hour=1 1/4 full-time students
(b) Cooperative education supervision-I contact hour=30 student credit hours. Faculty shall
receive remuneration according to the terms of Section 7.20.B.J .a.4 of this Faculty
Code.

(4)

lill
@
.(9

@

~

Individt!al study supervision (all courses titled thesis (or equivalent), and individual
study [296, 496, 596]) to bl:: remunerated bv payment er reassigned time· as follows:
Undergraduate level-S student credit hours= 1 contact hour
500 level- 6 student credit hours= 1 contact hour
600-700 level (thesis or equivalent commitfee chair)-3 student credit hours= 1 contact
hour. Credit to be given once upon submission of thesis to the department (thesis
advisor).
599-688-688.1 6 thes~s (or equivalent) committees= 1 contact hour (membership on
thesis, or equivalent, committee other than chair). Credit to be given once uoon
submission of Utesis to the department (thesis advisor).
The university reoognizes that it is not always possible to foresee the timelv scheduling
of individual studies during some quarters and tllat individual faculty members may
necessarilv supervise these studies as an overload. Therefore· two different modes of
caloulating contact hour loads that include individual studies mav be emploved by the
facultv member. These modes shall be applied by thefacultv member with the consent
of the deparuneltt chair and academic dean.

.a
(ii

Same quarter scheduling: individual studv assigned as part·of the facultv member's
ave·rnge contact hour load.
Reassignment (See Section 7 .20.B.l.b.): individual faculty members shall
exoerrence an adjustment in their average loads after aecwnulating the contact hour
equivalent. of not more titan one.lecture/demonstratio.nllaboratorv course. provided
that thev continue to be emploved by the university at the time that thev complete
the accumulation. Onlv one such adjustment per aeademie vear shall occur for an
individual facultv member. Facultv members shall not earn reassignment under
this Section 7.20.B.l .a.4.e. for more than one (I) lecture/demonstration/Jaboratorv
course at any one time.

L SALARIES
8.30 Facti ltv Salary Base
Ail funds authorized and appfopriated. bv legislative action for faeultv salaries (Ledger One fund, including tuition
monies) shall be used primarily for the award of merit and for across-the-board increases for facultv. Salary
savings from full-time tenure~ttack positions not filled oermanentlv or replaced at a lower salarv shall remain in
the facmlty salary base.
Bv November l of each academic year. the provost/vire president for academic affairs shaH report t0 the Faculty
Senate in writing the level of the facultv salarv ·base. the average salarv ofthe universilY's tenured and tenure-traol~:
facultv and pra!P"ess made in achieving: the intent of Section 8 . 46 D . of this Facultv Code both for the preceding
and currrent academic years. The report shall also provide a full and accurate accounting of the disoosition of all
funds authorized aud appropriated for facultv salaries. including saJarv savings and accruals. by the state
legislature or paid to faculty from anv other souree.
Adjustments to the facultv salarv base shall ooeur as a result of collaboration between the provost/vice president for
academic affairs and the Faculty Senate Budget Committee.
Rationale: The Faculty Senate Budget Committee, particularly recommends the action proposed in new section
8.30. In recent years, it has experienced difficulty in accounting for all funds awarded for salary increases and
would particularly welcome a process of full disclosure that would result in a significant increase in the average
salary of all faculty at the university.

8.46. Correcting Salary Inequities
A

A salary adjustment may be given to correct a salary inequity at any time. Such salary adjustments
are permanent.

B.

Salarv inequities occur whenfacultv members lose salary·-advantage:

1. Relative to other faculty members with equivalent qualifieations, performanee. rand and vears of
service to the profession as determined by objective criteria per Section 4.:30 of this faeultv C:ode;
2.

Relative te otherfacaltv members with fewer years of service and lesser mnk:

1. Relative to other facultv members of different gender, race, etlmic background age or veteran
status with equivalent qualifications, oerfonnance, rank. and years of service to the profession as
detemuned bv objective criteria pre Section 4.30 oftlus Faculty Code;
4.

In other ways to be detemlined at any time by vote of the Faculty Senate.

C. In preparation for the subnlission of the universitv's biennial budget request to the legislatw'e. the
Eaculty Senate shall conduct an equity study of facultv salaries and make recommendations for
adjusunents of"salaries de-emed to be ineauitabJe. <See Section 8.30.).
D. The un.iversitv comlnits itself to aclueving faculty salary equity witllln t1te institution per tills Section
8.46. B 0f the Faculty Code and increasing average salaries annuallv in an amount suffident to be at
least equal to the average of the top quartile of salari.es in the schools designated by the Washiltgton
Higher Education Coordinating B0ard per Section 8. 10 A. 1 of tlris Faculty Code.

Rationale: The Code Committee, in collaboration with the Faculty Senate Budget Committee, recommends these
additions to Section 8.46 in order to provide guidelines for the administration of equity adjustments and in order to
avoid the problem of compression in the future.

Substitute for 8.46.B.3
8.46.B.3

Relative to other faculty members with equivalent qualifications. performance, and years of
service t0 the profession (See Sect.ion 4.30) based on gender. .race, ethnic background. age or
Vietnam era and disabled veteran status.

Overview of Proposed Changes
Handbook of Undergraduate Academic Policy
At long last the Academic Affairs Committee presents to the Faculty Senate the first major revision of the
Handbook of Undergraduate Academic Policy since its creation in the Spring of 1997. While many of the
changes proposed for the Handbook are editorial in nature - changed wording and reorganization into a
more logical format - other changes are more substantive. Many changes have been to update the policy
because of reorganization and changing of position titles. Some items have been dropped because they are
redundant or covered by other sections. Others have been dropped or changed because of prior Senate
actions dropping or adding them. As before, we have tried to eliminate sections which seem to be
advisory, rather than policy statements. In our view, advisory materials should be in the catalogue but not
in basic policy. Following are explanation of the changes which are not purely editorial:
The 1997 version proposed a committee called the Enrollment Policy Committee for certain tasks. This
committee was composed of the Academic Affairs Committee with the addition of certain other,
administrative positions. This arrangement turned out to be irrelevant in that the Academic Affairs
Committee was still doing the major work while the additional positions served as consultants for their
fields . We have, therefore, replaced the Enrollment Policy Committee with the Academic Affairs
Committee and stipulated their ability to call on others for advice when needed. (Section 1).
In several instances the 45 credit minimum for certain qualifications has been lowered to 40 credits. This is
to bring CWU into compliance with other state agencies. (Sections II. C. and II.F.)
Language competency criteria for International students have been clarified and wording has been revised
to bring the policy into compliance with the U.S . Immigration and Naturalisation Service requirements.
(Section II.G.)
A new section providing for leaves of absence has been included. (Section II .H.)
The controversial statement defining the meaning of grades, which several cornlnittees studying grade
inflation have pointed to as being, unenforced and unenforceable, . has been dropped. (Section IV.N.2.) It
has been replaced by a broader statement establishing that individual faculty define grades and under
certain circumstances may be guided by the departrment. (Section IV.N. 4 and 5).
Designation of courses as Credit/No Credit is proposed to be possible up to the end of the sixth week of
instruction. (Section IV.~. 9)
A policy on Syllabi is being proposed at student request. (IV.CC.)
Exceptions to University (as opposed to department) graduation requirements must be petitioned to the
Registrar and approval of exceptions must be obtained from the Gen Ed Committee, responsible
department or program chair and responsible dean where appropriate. (Section V.F.2)
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I.

ENROLLMENT ACADEMIC POLICY

A.

EnroiiFRent Academic policy will be established and monitored by the Enrollment Policy
CoFRmittee Academic Affairs Committee of the Faculty Senate.

B.

The Enrollment Policy Committee is e funetioA of tl'ie Faculty Senate end V¢ill consist of
the Faculty Senate Aeademic Affairs Committee 't~ith the addition of the Director of
Admissio.ns, the Business Manager, the Director of Financial Aid, end the Director of
I lousing , each ex officio '<Nithout ·v·ote. Other parties may be celled as needed to
euvise the commiUee. The committee ect3 as e sub committee of the Fecul~ SeABte
Academic Affairs Committee. The Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee Is
concerned with the study, analysis and assessment of effectiveness of academic and
enrollment policies. standards and organizatiGnal structures. It makes policy .
recommendations to the Faculty Senate concerning admissions. registratimn. grading.
withdrawal. the university calendar. scheduling. and academic support systems. The
committee cooperates with other individuals. groups and committees in strategic
planning. including academic reorganization plans involving the creation of new
schools and colleges. departments, programs and academic positions. Other related
tasks may be requested by or approved by the senate executive committee as
provided for in Section IV.B.3.d of the Faculty Senate Bylaws.
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C.

The scope and function of the Enrollment Policy Committee is limited to such FRetters

as ere specified in the foiiO'#ing policies. The Academic Affairs Committee works
closely with the Provost and Vice President For Academic Affairs or Designee. with
the Academic Affairs Council. Registrar and Director of Admissions. Academic support
systems such as the library and mesia services. and other individuals. woups and
<:ommittees as appropriate.

II.

UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSION

A.

Articulation Policy Endorsement.
The University endorses the Policy on Inter-College Transfer and Articulation Among
Washington Public Colleges and Universities published by the Higher Education
Coordinating (HEC) Board. This policy establishes the rights and responsibilities of
transfer students and the review and appeal process in transfer credit disputes.

B.

General
1. AH-a6pplicants must submit a completed CWU or Washington State Uniform
Application for Admission.
2. There will be applicants must pay a non-refundable processing fee. Waivers may

1

~

3.
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4.
5.
6.

§
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be ·granted by the Vice-president for Enrollment Management and Marketing.
Students Applicants must follow published deadlines. After University deadlines
have passed, the University may admit students on a selective basis.
Applicants must provide CWU with official academic records of previous schooling
as described in Section C.1 beiO'fl'.
Admission to the university occurs only on valid offer of admission as specified in
Section J below:
Applicants will be cc:>nsidered for ael'mission as first year or transfer students
dependinC!l on the number of credit hours earned elsewhere. These credits will be
evaluated and may not all count towaFd a CWU degree.

C.

First-year Applicants.
1. First-year applicants are ones who are currently enrolled in high school or have
earned fewer than 45 40 quarter hour college credits from an accredited two- or
four-year college.
2. An applicant with fewer thari 45 credits ff.em en accredited W9'0 er four year
ee,lle§e -will be treated es a first year ap,plieant under U'lis policy
3. First-year applicants must arrange for current copies of all high school and
college transcripts as well as scores from either the ACT or SAT to be sent to the
Office of Admissions.
4. For regular admission. applicants must meet minimum standards as established
by the HEC Bc:>ard. The Academic Affairs Committee may recomme1111i more
stringent standards as· well as standards for automatic admission. Standards for
automatic admission will be established enly by the. Academic Affairs Committee
of the Faculty Senate in consultaticm with the Vice-president for Enrollment
Management And Marketing. Adh erence to established standards of admission
wil l be mc:>nitored by the Academic Affair-s Committee. First year apJ9Iicants are
autefflatieelly effef.ed admission if they meet a minimum aernissiens index, ·vvl'lich
is determine·d by a formula that wei~l'lts 11igh seheel CPA end stanc:lerdized test
seeres . The A"'inimum index 'fer adFAiss_iens is established by the I lEG Beard .
Tl'le GWU EnFeUme·nt Policy Committee may recommend a mere stringemt
minimuA"'.
·s. Tfle Uni,.·ers_ity requires applicants freA"' 1-'ligh scheel te have eern~lete.d a cere €>f
courses al}~reved by tl-'le faculty a Ad published lA th.e college catalog. This cere
must meet aAd may excee.d tl-'le miAimum establisl-'lec:l by the HEC Hoard . The
Pre~'es(s Office will se~·e as the repository fer admission steAdards end cere
curriculum.

D.

Home Sehool Applicants Without High School Diplomas
1. Students Applicants who have been l'mme schooled not earned a high sGhoe!
diploma may be offered admission to the University based on their Test of
General Education Development (GED) scores and/or on their ACT, eF SAT, or
other standardized test scores.
2. Applicants may also be required to complete supplemental application forms.
present and analyze their academic histories and goals, and/or meet with
admissions counselors.
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E.

Transfer Applicants
1. A transfer applicant is one who comes to CWU with 45 40 or more credits from an
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

F.

accredited two- or four-year college or university.
Applicants who have earned transferable Associate of Arts degrees from
accredited Washington State community colleges will receive special
consideration for admission as deterFRiAed by the UAiversity aAd ·with respect to
in accord with the dDirect tiransfer a6greements of the lntercollege Relations
Committee (ICRC) and as deterFRiAed by the faculty.
Transfer students from accredited Washington State community colleges for
whom transfer is necessary for academic progress will be given special
consideration as determined by the University and with respect to the direct
transfer agreements of the lntercollege Relations Commission .
Each year, the Academic Affairs Committee in consultation with the Vicepresident fmr Enrollment Management and Marketing UAiversit)·'s Enrollment
Policy CoFRmittee will establish a minimum cumulative GPA for automatic offer of
admission to transfer students.
Transfer students •who heve earned 45 or FRere college credits must arrange for
current copies of all college transcripts to be sent to the Office of Admissions.
Transfer applicants who do not meet the minimum cumulative GPA standard for
admission may be considered for alternative admission according to criteria
established recommended by the EAroiiFReAt Policy Academic Affairs Committee.

Alternative Admissions

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Applicants who do not meet the minimum admission index for automatic
admission may be considered for alternative admission situations. Such
applicants include, but are not limited to, applicants who have been homeschooled at hoFRe; persons who are 18 or older and have neither completed high
school nor 45 40 credits of college work elsewhere but have earned certificates of
General Educational Development (GED); and applicants who are 25 or older
who have poor academic histories, and who have not attended school recently.
Minimum alternative admission requirements are established by the HEC board.
Additional alternative admissions criteria may be established by the EnrollFRent
PeHey Academic Affairs Committee.
StudeAts who ere 18 or elder and have neither coFRpleted high school nor 45
credits of college le"Ve! work elsewhere FRey be considered for admission if they
ha•o·e earned General Education Development (CEO) certificates. Students 25 or
older who have poor academic histories aAd ha·ve not attended !Wheel recently
ere also eligible for alternati·1e admission.
All applicants for alternative admission mttst may be re·quired to submit scores on
either the ACT, Of SAT, or other standardized test scores .
Applicants may also be required to complete supplemental application forms,
present and analyze their academic histories and goals, and/or meet with
representatives of the Academic Services Office an admissions counselor, sign
contracts agreeing to participate in regular advising, take specified courses,
and/or limit extra-curricular activities.

G. International Students
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2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

H.

International students must submit the University's International Student
Application for Admission and an application fee.
StudeRts Applicants must arrange to have official transcripts sent dicectly to the
Office of Admissions from all secondary schools and colleges attended.
Examination results, such as General Certificate of Education, Ordinary and
Advanced Level scores, West African School Certificate, Hong Kong Certificate of
Education or Advanced Level Certificate, etc., should be sent directly from the
testing center in charge of administering the examinations. Personal student
papers, photostats, or attested copies are not accepted for admission or
evaluation purposes.
International students must meet the following minimum requirements for
admission purposes:
a. Evidence of completion of the academic course work and national
examinations Aeeessary to satisfy admissloR FeejuiremeRts that would qualify
them to apply to colleges and universities in their native country.
b. FinaReial support as verified by the Gerrtidential FiRaReial Statement form
and a eurreRt bani< letter or scholarship award.
c.
Normally, if English is not the first language, competency in English
demonstrated in one of the following ways:
(1) at a level on the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) to be
set by the ERrollmeRt Policy Academic Affairs Committee in consultation
with the Director of International Studies and Programs;
__(2) et= transferable English composition courses which would meet the
general education writing requirement;
(3) Successful completion of th.e CWU-UESL prog ram and recommen<tlation
by the Director of UESL: or
ill Other Eviden€e of Competency as Evaluated by the Director of UESL in
consultation with The Director of International Studies and Programs .
d. IRtematioRal studeRts Applicants transferring from U.S. institutions must have
a minimum grade point average in transferable courses as established by the
EmollmeRt Policy Academic Affairs Committee or a transferrable AA degree
from an accredited Washington State commt:Jnity college. Also, studeRts
must meet the academic requirements for college entrance iR their nati~q·e
country.
Exceptions to the above admissions requ irements must be approved by the
Admissions Review Committee in consultation with OiFector of Admissions iR
eoRsultetioR with the Director of International Studies and Program.
After admissia>n an INS designated school official will deiermine whether
applicants have adequate financial support for their intended studies. Financial
supp0rt will be judged based on applicants' confidential financial statement and a
current bank letter or any guaranteed source of funding. If the official judges that
finaneial suJDport is available, the INS certifieate 0f eligibility for F-1 status (Form 120) will be issued.

Leaves of absence
1. Students may petiticn the Director of Admissions for leaves of absence.
2. Leaves of absence may be dranted for more than one quarter, but each quarter's
4
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lealle must be petitioned for separately .
A petition for a leave of absence must be submitted prior to the quarter f0r which
the leave is sought.

I.

Readmission of Former Students
1. Students enrolled at tfte CWU Ellensburg eaffipus wl"le interrupt who intermit their
studies for one or more quarters without having been granted any leaves of
absence at Central Wasl"lington University (excluding summer) must reapply for
admission to the university and pay the admission fee. Studm'lts enrolled at tl"le
extended desree centers wl"lo intern:~13t tl"leir studies for tl"lree er mere quarters
must reapply f.er admission and pay tl"le adffiission fee .
2. Eligibility for readmission will be based on performance at Central Washington
University as well as on additional college-level work. Standards for eligibility for
readmission will be established by the Enrollffient Policy Academic Affairs
Committee.
3. Former students must arrange for transcripts of the additional work to be sent to
the Office of Admissions if they have attended college elsewhere during their
absence.

J.

Provisional Enrollment
1. Provisional enrollment may be allowed for applicants who are not able to provide
transcripts or other information required for admission processing.
2. Provisionally enrolled students have one quarter to complete the admission
process and demonstrate their eligibility for regular admission.

K.

Acceptance of o Offer of Admission
1. Admission to the University occurs only on valid offer of admission. [Repeated
from 8.5]
2. An offer of admission is only valid for the academic quarter indicated in the
acceptance letter; an applicant student who chooses not to accept an offer of
admission may reapply for a subsequent quarter. [moved from 5 below and
edited] .
3. Students offered admission to the University must confirm their intention to enroll
by paying a nonrefundable confirmation fee before they can begin the orientation,
registration, and advising process.
4. Students who choose not to accept offers of admission must notify the Office of
Admissions in writing.
5. student wl"le cl"leeses net te accept an offer of adffiissien ffiay reapply f.er a
subsequef'lt quarter. [moved to K.2 above and edited]

L.

'i\'ithdrawal of Offer of Admiss ioR
1. The University may withc;lraw -A gn offer of admission ffiay be witl"ldrawn if,
between the time of application and the quarter of intended enrollment, an
applicant's academic work results in not meeting the requirements for admission.
2. If an offer of adrnissien is 'vvithdrawn, In thi's case , the confirmation fee will be
refunded.
3. The University will not withdraw an offer of admission until after May 1. After that
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date studeAts applicants who have not paid the confirmation fee may be denied
admission.
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M.

Applicants for Non-matriculated Status
1. Non-matriculated status is given to those persons who are not seeking degrees or
certificates at CWU.
2. Non-matriculated students do not need to go through the regular admissions
process but apply through the Office of the Registrar and will be allowed to
register on a space-available basis.
3. Credits earned when in non-matriculated status may not be used to satisfy degree
or certificate requirements unless the student matriculates, in which case a
maximum of 45 credits may be applied.
4. A student who is under active suspension from the University will not be permitted
to register in non-matriculated status.
5. Non-matriculated students are not eligible for most financial aid, veteran's
benefits, credit evaluations, or other services regularly provided for matriculated
students.

N.

High School Enrichment Program
1. Students who have not yet graduated from high school may be allowed to enroll
on a space-available basis as non-matriculated students for courses that they
need to advance academically OA a s~aee available basis.
2. To be eligible for the High School Enrichment Program, students must be iA eitFier
tFieir junior or seAior y·ears end have demonstrated superior academic
performance or preparation in the area of study for which they are applying.
3. High School Enrichment applicants must have the approval of their high school
principal, the Director of Admissions, and the chair of the appropriate department.

0.

Running Start
1. The University accepts students under the Running Start program as provided for
in RCW 28a.600.300 through RCW 28a.600.400.
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Ill.

ACCEPTANCE OF TRANSFER CREDIT
A.

Transfer credit from four-year institutions
1. In general, it is the University's policy to accept credits earned through
university-level courses at institutions Mfy-accredited by their respective regional
accrediting association.
2. A student may transfer no more than 135 credits, including a maximum of 90 from
community colleges.
3. Only official transcripts will be used to evaluate credits for degree requirements.
4. Transfer course equivalents to University courses apply toward the baccalaureate
degree exactly as do tFicir eouffierpar-ts offered at C'NU the CWU courses f0r
which they are being substitute.d. Equivalency is established by the appropriate
academic departments. Other transfer courses that have not been established as
tFiat are Aot exact equivalents may also be substituted and allowed in the degree
program with approval from the appropriate academic department chair and. as
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6.
7.

·a.
9.

appropriate, dean.
Transfer cred it is not normally awarded for the following types of study or course
work:
a. Courses taken at colleges or universities that are not regionally ·accredited :
b. Non-credit courses and workshops;
c. Remedial 0r college preparatory courses; and
d. Sectarian religious studies. Credits earned iA courses numbered 100 aAd
above wil.l be accepted provided the courses require tmiversity le·tel study.
Credits eamed in courses Aumbered below 100 may be allmved to fulfill major
requiremeflts oAiy ·ovith appr.oya! of tRe appropriate dcpal'tment chaiF.
Credits earned in lower-division courses (normally numbered 100/200) will not be
accepted in fulfillment of the University's upper-division credit requirement.
Credit for courses tal<en elsewhere 'v9'hile concurrently enro lled at Cefltral
\1\'ashiflgtoA UAi·tersity 'Nill be accepted only if prior eppre·r~el for the non CWU
eArellmeflt was obtained fFOm the Dean of Academic Services.
Colleges which operate on a semester basis (i.e., divide the academic year into
two parts, exclusive of summer) give semester credits. Quarter credit multiplied
by two-thirds equal semester credits . Semester credits multiplied by one and
one-half equal quarter credits .

B.

Transfer credit from community colleges
1. The university will accept a maximum of 90 community college credits. Course
work exceeding that amount may be used to waive specific requirements but no
additional credits will be accepted.
2. Academic associate degrees which are part of Direct Transfer Agreements
between the University and Washington community colleges will meet the general
education requirement of a bachelor's degree.
3. After initial enrollment at CWU =f!ransfer students without a transferrable
associate degree from a Washington state community college wishing to
complete such a degree must complete it by the time they have completed 45
credits or one calendar year (whichever comes eefHef later) after iAitial eArellmeAt
at CeAtral in order for the AA degree to satisfy the general education program
requirements at CeAtrel CWU
4. Associate degrees earned outside the state of Washington will not automatically
satisfy the general education requirements at CWU.

C.

Other forms of credit
1. The University accepts, in a manner consistent with herein established transfer
and equivalency policies, college credit earned while a student is enrolled in high
school.
2. Students may receive credit or advanced placement, or both, depending upon the
scores achieved in the college entrance examination board advanced placement
test (AP). Credit and/or placement on the basis of AP test scores will be
established by the appropriate individual academic departments.
3. Credits for successful completion of CLEP tests will be accepted in accordance
with policy established by the EnrellmeAt Policy Academic Affairs Committee.
a. Students will be awarded five college-level quarter credits for each score at
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22
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24

the 50'h percentile on the CLEP humanities, social science/history, and
natural scien·ces examinatiens . These credits will meet the qenefal
edueation requirements in the appropriate academic areas.
!;L StudeAtS may also be awarded credit for subject examinatiGns as determined
by appropriate aca:demic departments at the time of application for Gredit.
Credit for completing individual areas of study within the International
Baccalaureate Program may be accepted. Individual students must petition the
OeaA of Academic Sen~;>'ices Admissions Review Committee for review of their
program of study and examination scores. Standards for acceptance will be
established by the appropriate academic departments,
Credit will be accepted from non-U.S. institutions of higher education
a. linked to CWU either by a bilateral or consortia! (e.g., ISEP) agreement or
b. certified by the CWU Office of International Programs as a legitimate,
recognized institution of higher education (tertiary level) within a particular
country, the student has received a passing grade recognized by the
institution; and
c. when an official record or transcript has been received by the University
Upon submissien .of the DO form 2·1 4 or 295. matriculated students mav receive
up to 30 lower division elective credits for completion of military scho0ls as
recommended by the American Council on Edwcation . [moved from IV Prior
Learning Experience below]
N0 more than 45 total Quarter credits through CLEP or other sources ,o f nontraditional credit may apply ·toward [!raduation.

"'5
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IV.

ACADEMIC AND GENERAL REGULATIONS

28
29

A.

University Calendar
The University calendar will be established and approved annually by the Provost and
the President's cabinet. The Registrar is responsible for initiating and developing the
calendar incorporating review and comments by the Office of Human Resources,
Athletic Director, Department Chairs' Organization, Academic Affairs DeaAs' Council,
and Faculty Senate.

B.

Academic Advising and Orientation
1. All students are expected to seek, and the University will provide, appropriate
advising resources. These resources may include (but are not limited to) specific
faculty advisors, special program advisors, career development counselors,
advising seminars, advising workshops, and advising publications.
2. A major or pre-major advisor will be assigned by the major department at the
point at which a student is admitted into a major or pre-major program.

C.

Admission to Major
1. Students are required to apply for admission to the program in which they want to
major. Completed forms are to be submitted to the department office which
administers the major.
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D.

Registration
Procedures for registration will be established by the Registrar with the approval of the
Provost.
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E.

Course Numbering and Class Standing
1.
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Lower Division
Freshman level
Sophomore level
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Courses are numbered sequentially from 100 through 700. Those numbered 100
are pre-collegiate, and credits earned in such courses are not accepted toward
meeting degree requirements. Undergraduate courses are numbered 101 through
499, and graduate courses are numbered 501 and above. Courses numbered
500 are professional development courses and are not accepted toward meeting
degree requirements.

a.

20
21
22
23

46

Students fflt:tSt should be admitted to a major or pre-major prior to accumulating
100 credits.
Students who have not been admitted to a major or pre-major prior to 100 credits
will be given last priority during pre-registration.
··
Departments with major requirements that prohibit being admitted to a major at
100 credits or sooner must request pre-major codes from the Office of the
Registrar and establish pre-major advising .

F.

101 through 199
200 through 299

b. .. Upper division
Junior level
300 through 399
Senior level
400 through 499
A student's class standing is determined by the number of credits earned and/or
accepted upon transfer. The following table lists the credits required for each
class level:
0-44.9
Freshman
Sophomore
45-89.9
90-134.9
Junior
Senior
135 or more
Students may enroll in courses one year level ahead of their present current
status except wAen unless otherwise specified in the course description.
In order to meet the miRimum graduation requirements of 180 credits witi=lin four
years , 15 credits per quarter and 45 credits per a.e ademic year is considered to
be a full· study load . llowever, satisfying graduation requiFCments de~eRds not
only on tAe number of credits completed but also on completion of all otAer
degree requirements.
Seniors may enroll in graduate level courses (501 and above) with the approval of
both the instructor of the course and the department chair. Those wishing to
designate the course fer graduate cred!t must ob.tain approval from the Dean of
Graduate Studies and Research. [moved from IV Seniors in Graduate Courses
below.)

Undergraduate Student Study Load
1.

Full-time or part-time student status is determined by the number of credits for

9

which a student is registered. Full-time status is 12 or more credits in any
quarter.
2. Loads of 19 or 20 credits are considered overload and must be appr:_oved by the
major advisor and major department chair (in the case of students who have
been admitted to majors or pre-major status) or by the DeaR of Academic
Services Director of Academic Advising Services (in the case of students without
declared majors.)
3. Loads in excess of 20 credits must be approved by the major advisor, major
department chair, and the appropriate school dean or, in the case of undeclared
majors, the academic advisor and the DeaR of Academic Services Director of
Academic Advising Services and the Vice-Provost for Gurrkulum. Assessment.
and Academic Policy.
4. Students on academic probation may not carry loads iR excess of 12 credits . A
euffiuletive CPA of 2.8 ®r higher is reeoffilfl9eRded for students seel<iRg an
overload. [moved to 6 and 7 below and edited]
5. Students participating in activities which require "normal/satisfactory progress"
must be registered for and successfully complete (i.e ., received gFBdes of A, B, C,
0, S, or CR) 12 or more credits per quarter. .Additioflal requirements may apply to
veteraRs. Criteria for successful completion may be established by the department
supervising the activities .
§.,_ Students on academic orobation may not carrv loads in excess of 14 credits .
[moved from 4 above and edited]
7. A cumulative GPA of 2.8 or higher is required for stuG!ents seeking an overload .
Exceptions may be approved by the major deoartment chair or the Director of
Academic Advising ServiGes. in the case of students without declared majors.
[moved from 4 above and edited.]
8. Graduate stude.nt leads ·will be established by the Graduate Council. See
Graduate- Handbook.
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Seniers in Graduate Courses
9. SenFors may enroll in graduate level courses .(501 and ab~e) with the approval of
both the instructor of tne .course and the depar.tmeRt chair.
19. Students w.ishiRg to designate the course for graduate credit must obtaiR appmval
fFOffi th.e 0ean of Graduate Studies and Reseefich. [moved toE and combined.)
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G.

Concurrent Enrollment
1.

2.

Credit for work taken while simultaneously enrolled at Central Washington
University and other educational institutions will be accepted on transfer to
Central.
Any student who has obtained an F-1 visa from CWU must obtain permission from
the Director of International Programs or designee prior to enrolling in any other
institution.
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H.

Auditing a Course
1.

Students eligible to enroll in a course for credit may enroll as an auditor, provided
space is available and permission is secured from the instructor prior to
registration.
10
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2.
3.
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To receive credit for an audited class, students must enroil for credit in and repeat
the same course in a subsequent quarter.
Students are assessed full tuition for audited courses.
Instructors may not compel auditors to write papers or take examinations, but may
insist upon other course requirements.
Instructors may request of the school/college dean that auditors be officially
withdrawn from the course if these requirements are not met.
Students receive neither credit nor grades for audited courses.
Course participation requirements are set by the faculty member responsible for
the course.

1.

The University Catalog
1. The official electronic catalog (OEC) is the University's compilation for all
curriculum. The OEC serves as the basis for major, minor, and program
requirements for the degree audit system for that academic year. The OEC
includes all the changes which met the appropriate deadlines for approval the
previous academic year.
2. Undergraduate catalogs are valid for five years. A student should expect to
complete General Education requirements as listed in the OEC current at the time
of first enrollment at either Central Washington University or a community college
in the State of Washington (provided he or she transfers directly to CWU from the
community college and has not attended another four year institution). The
student should also expect to meet the specific requirements of the departments
for majors and minors in the OEC current at the time he or she is accepted by the
department into the major or minor program.
3. If the student does not enroll for two or more consecutive quarters at Central
Washington University (excluding summer) without a leave of absence {see II. H),
he or she must reactivate his or her major status. Reactivation must be done with
the concurrence of the department and in accordance with department and OEC
requirements current at the time.
4. Department chairs will notify students that they are bound by the major
requirements which became effective with the fall OEC for the academic year in
which they are accepted into their major.
5. Graduate students admitted to a master's degree program may use either the
catalog they are admitted under or the current one.

J.

Peremptory Withdrawal From a Course
1. A limited number of uncontested (peremptory) withdrawals from individual courses
will be permitted from the sixth day of the quarter through the end of the sixth
week of instruction according to the following schedule:
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No. of credits earned at
time of course withdrawal

1
'2
3

0-44.9
45-89.9
90-134.9
135-179.9
180-224.9
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No. of uncontested course
withdrawals permitted

2.

2
1
1
1
1

etc.
1
Transfer credits will be included in the calculation for eligibility for uncontested
withdrawal.

K..

Hardship Withdrawals
1. After the sixth week of instruction or when the allotted peremptory withdrawals
have been used, withdrawals will be granted only for reasons of hardship and then
only upon written petitions to and written approval by the De a A of Academic
Sef'v'ices Registrar. Guidelines will be established by the Academic;: Affair:s
Committee.
2. The student must have discussed the reaseAs for a t=lareship 'Nitt=ldrawal with
contact the course instructor and obtain his or her signature on the hardship
withdrawal petition. The signature serves merely to acknowledge the petition and
implies neither support nor reiection of the request.
3. The DeaA of Academic Services will Registrar may consult with the course
instructor when evaluating a petition for hardship withdrawals, and will notify the
facUlty meFRbers instructor if the hardship withdrawal has been approved.
4. Hardship withdrawals from individual courses will not be permitted during or after
the final examination period.
5. Conversions of lncompletes to withdrawals 'to"ill be treated as must be petitioned as
if they were hardship withdrawals, i.e., they may be effected only upon petition to
the DeaA of Academic Sef'v'ices Registrar.
6. Withdrawals will not be included in calculating grade point averages.

L.

Withdrawal From The University
1. A student may withdraw from the University for reasons of illness or other
extenuating circumstances at any time prior to finals week ..
2.
A student may not withdraw from the University during finals week except with
approval of the DeaA of AcadeFRic Serv'iees Registrar.
3. The Registrar will notify affected faculty members when a student has withdrawn
from the University.
4. Students who plan to leave the University must complete the official withdrawal
form. Failure to do so may result in failing grades.

M.

Withdrawal From The University Due to Military Exigency
1. Students who have been called into military service of the United States due to a
national emergency will be eligible for withdrawal from the University or the
granting of credit. The policy does not apply to regular National Guard or Reserve
duty or to annual active-duty requirements.
2. Students who must withdraw from the University during the first third of the quarter
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will be granted Withdrawal (W) .
Students who must withdraw from the University during the second third of the
quarter may request either a Withdrawal (W) or an Incomplete (I) in each course
with no specified deadline for completion.
Students who must withdraw from the University during the last third of the quarter
may request a Withdrawal (W) or an Incomplete (I) or credit:
If credit is required, the instructors must report either a letter grade or a
Satisfactory (S) for each course depending upon the quality of the student's work.
If the courses complete all requirements for the baccalaureate degree, the degree
will be awarded.
Students who must withdraw from the University during the first or second third of
their final quarter prior to graduation may be granted the baccalaureate degree
upon the recommendation of the major department chair and of the school/college
dean.
In all circumstances, students will be expected to attend classes up to 15 calendar
days prior to induction.

Grading Policies and Regulations
1. "Grade Points" are assigned to each grade as follows:
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Grade

22

A

23

A8+

24
25
26
27
28
29

4.0
3.7
3.3

8

3.0

8-

2.7

C+

2.3
2.0
1.7
1.3
1.0
0.7
0.0

c

CD+
D
OF
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2.

A "C" grade ifldicetes that a studeflt has FAede substafltiel progress to·wefd
meeting !he objecti!lles of the col!lrse end has fulfilled the FCCluiremeflts of the
course. The grades abo·v·e "C" ere used for those studeflts oqvho he'v'C
demonstrated soFAe degrree of superiority. The highest grade, "A", is reserved for
thos.e studeflts who have exeelled ifl e·very phase of the course. The "B" grade is
for students ·whose w·ork i·s superior but docs flat 'f'ferrant the special
distinctiveness of the "A". The "D" is a grade for those students who ha•ve made
progress toward FAcetiAg the objccti'o'CS of the course but w·ho have fulfilled the
requirements only in a substandard FASflner. The "F" is reserved for students vvho
have failed to FAcet or have accomplished so few of the requ_ireme nts of the course
that they are not entitled to credit.
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The follo·Ning symboJs ere also used . No "grade points" are assigned for the
fellowing symbols:.
S Satisfactory
U Unsatisfactory
AU Audit
W Indicates a complete withdrawal from the University.
+W Indicates an uncontested withdrawal from a course.
HW Indicates a hardship withdrawal from a course.
I
Incomplete- an "1", when recorded, is not a qualitative grade. Rather, it
means that a student was not able to complete the course by the end of the
term but had satisfactorily completed a sufficient portion of it and can t>e
expected to finish without having to re-enroll in it. To earn a grade, course
work must be completed as prescribed by the instructor on forms filed in the
appropriate department office. If it is not completed within one calendar year,
the "I" will automatically be changed to an "F".
IP In Progress- A grade is issued when the course is completed. "IP" is used
primarily for graduate thesis, project study and Organization Development
courses.
INC incomplete extended beyond normal limit. Frozen upon program completion.
NR No grade reported.
NS no show. No evidence that the student has ever attended class.
Grading P01iey is the responsibility of individual instructors as long as students are
notified of that policy at the outset of a course and the policy is applied consistently
within a course.
Departmen ts may establish grading standards arid policies which guide the
grading bv individual instructors. Any such policy must be course-specific and not
instructer-specific. must be applied uniformly for all sections of the course. and
must be in e~istence prior to the first day of instruction of the euarter in which the
course is offered.

30
31

0.

Grade Point Average
1. Grade point averages will be calculated by dividing grade points earned by the
credit hours attempted.
2. Only work attempted at Central will be included in the computation except in the
mejef GPA f0r maier, minor. and pn:Dfessional education programs in which case
grades e.arned in all allowed courses ellewcel iR the ffiajor are used. Credits earned
at other institutions are accepted in meeting degree requirements according to the
limits described under bachelor's degree requirements.

P.

Credit/No Credit Option
1. Students, except for first quarter freshmen and students on academic probation,
may select one course per quarter under the Credit/No Credit option. The
Credit/No Credit option is distinct from courses graded on
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory basis.
2. The Credit/No Credit option may only be applied to undergraduate breadth
requireffients end fre.e electives. Tlcle option does not apply to underweduate basic
sldlls requirefficnts or master's degree requirements. [moved from 8 below and
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edited]
A maximum of 15 credits earned in credit/no credit courses may be allowed
toward the 180 required for the bachelor's degree.
4. Courses taken bavond the 15 credit maximum as credit/n0 credit will -be converted
to a grade. [moved from 7 below]
5. The grade recorded on the student's transcript will be "CR" if the course grade is
C-or above. If below C-, the entry will be "NC".
6. Instructors will not be informed which students are taking a course for Credit/No
Credit. A grade will be given as in any other course.
7. Courses tal<en beyond the 15 credit maximum as CreditJNo Credit will be
eon'o'erted to a grade.[moved to 4 above]
8. The CreditfNo Credit o~tion may Q®: be a~plied to undergrS'duate breadth
requir=emeFtts aFtd free electives. The optioFt does not apply to under;graduate basic
sl<ills r=eq~irerneFtts or master's degree requiremeFtts .[moved to 2 above and
edited)
9. Students e8fl may designate a course as Credit/No Credit or graded during
registration or by the end of the sixth week of instruction.
10. Courses taken on a graded basis may not be repeated on a Credit/No Credit
basis.
11. Credits earned under the Credit/No Credit option are not included in computing
grade point averages.
3.

Q.

Satisfactory/unsatisfactory Courses
1. New courses for which there are no performance evaluations required for
entrance, progress, or completion, and for which attendance is the basis for
evaluation, will be graded S/U.
2. Courses graded Satisfactorv/Urtsatisfactorv and the conditions under which they
will be so graded must be so identified in the course description ih the catalog.

R.

Statute of Limitations on Grade Changes
Grade changes may be filed until the end of the quarter following the one in which they
were recorded. Spring quarter grades may be changed until the end of the Fall quarter.

S.

Grade Reports
A report of the final grades assigned in courses will be made available to each student
at the end of each quarter.

T.

Honor Roll
1. Undergraduates who achieve a grade point average of 3.5 or higher will be named
to the Honor Roll.
2. To be eligible, a student must complete a minimum of 12 graded credits in the
quarter earned.
3. Post-baccalaureate students are not eligible for the Honor Roll.

U.

Grade Appeal Procedure
Grades may be appealed according to the academic grievance policy published in the
Handbook of University Policy and Procedures.
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Repetition of Courses
1. Some CWU courses are approved for repetition with credit awarded each time the
course is taken and passed. Such approval is indicated in the course description in
the University catalog.
2. Full tuition is assessed for all repeated courses.
3. Other CWU courses may be repeated under the following conditions:
a. Students are allowed to take a course a second time. Students attempting to
take the same course a third time may do so only with permission of the
course instructor and the department chair. Unless otherwise designated as
repeatable, courses may not be taken more than three times without
permission of dean of the college and department chair.
b. Credit will be awarded only once including credit for transfer courses that are
repeated at Central.
c. When a course is repeated, only the last grade earned will be used in the
computation of the cumulative and major grade point averages. All grades will
remain in the student's official record.
4. Any CWU course repeated at another institution is subject to the following
requirements:
a. It cannot be transferred in for CWU credit.
b. Its grade will not be used in calculating either the CWU or the transfer GPA.
c. Under exceptional circumstances, it may be used to waive major or program
requirements with permission of the department chair or the program
..certification officer.

W. lncompletes
1. An "I" means the student was not able to complete the course by the end of the
term, but has satisfactorily completed a sufficient portion of it and can be expected
to finish without having to re-enroll in it.
2. To earn a grade, work of the course must be completed as prescribed by the
instructor on forms filed in the appropriate department office.
3. If it is not completed within one calendar year, the "I" will convert to an "F".
4. Students may not re-register for a course in which they receive a grade of
incomplete.
X.

Course chal lenge (credit bv examinat ion)
Under eertain circumstances the university may award credit or waive requirements
based or.~ course challer.1ges. Matriculated stu€lents, enrolled on a full-time basis, may
challenge ·any course which apoears on the current course challenge list. A col:Jrse
challenge application form, available in the Registrar's office, and applicable fee must
be submitted to the Registrar's office. The following rules apply:
.1. 'Special c0urses such as "Individual Study,'' "Special Topics, " "Co_operative
Educati0n." and "Seminars" may not be ehallenged for credit.
2. A list of department approved c.ourses which may be challenged will be maintained
by the registrar's office.
~
The challenge is conducted according to procedures established by ·the
departments.
4. The res_ult of the cowrse challenge is recorded as "S" or "U" on the transcript and is
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not usee::! in computing gra€le point average.
The application to challenge a course will be denied if:
9.:. Credit for the course has been received previously at this or another college,
!;L The course was previously failed.
c. The student previously withdrew from tlile course,
d. The course was previously unsatisfactorily challenged,
e. The course was previously audited or
t. Registration was canceled .
Credit by examination will not be allowed toward meeting the residence study
requirements by the university.
Graduate students which have been admitted to a graduate program must obtain
permission from the dean 0f graduate studies and research, their advisor and the
course instructor for course challenge . [from Course Challenge below]
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Y.

Course substitutions
Students may petition the appropriate department chair if they wish to substitute
courses within degree requirements . Course substitutions may not contravene general
University p01icy.

z.

Scholastic Standards
1. Academic standards are established by the faculty. The Vice-President for Student
Affairs has responsibility for implementing these standards.
2. A student's academic standing appears on the quarterly grade report. Following
are standard designations of academic standing:
a. Good Standing:. A student is in good standing when both the quarterly and
cumulative grade point averages (GPA) are 2.0 or higher.
b. Academic Warning: A student who has been in good standing will be placed
on Academic Warning when the GPA for the previous quarter is below 2.0.
c. Academic Probation: A student who has been on academic warning will be
placed on academic probation if either the quarterly or cumulative GPA is
below 2.0.
d. Academic Suspension: A student who has been on academic probation will
be placed on academic suspension if the GPA for the previous quarter is
below 2.0. If the GPA for the previous quarter is 2.0 or above, but the
cumulative GPA remains below 2.0, the student will remain on academic
probation.
3. Immediately after grade reports are prepared, the Vice-President for Student
Affairs reviews the academic files of all suspended students and makes one of
three decisions:
a. The student may be allowed to register for one more quarter with an
academic standing of probation.
b. The student may be allowed to submit a petition presenting evidence of
circumstances beyond the student's control which adversely affected the
student's performance during the preceding quarter(s). If the petition presents
convincing evidence of such extenuating circumstances, the student will be
referred to the academic standing committee. The committee will hear the
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c.

d.

student's case and may decide to allow the student to enroll for one more
quarter on academic probation.
The student may be denied enrollment for one year, following which a written
petition for readmission must be presented to the Vice-President for Student
Affairs. Readmission is not guaranteed.
A letter will be sent to the student informing him/her of the Vice- President's
decision.

AA. Academic Forgiveness
1. A former undergraduate returning after an absence of at least five years and
whose cumulative GPA is below 2.0 may petition the DeaR ef Academic Services
Academic Standing Committee for waiver of the low GPA and for academic
placement as "good standing."
2. Such a petition may be approved only once and then only if at least five years
have elapsed since last attendance and there is documented evidence of a change
in the student's life which would indicate a readiness for successful scholarship.
3. If academic forgiveness is granted, the previous credits and grades will remain in
the student's record, however the grade point average will be suppressed and the
student will be admitted in good standing.
4. The cumulative grade point average will include all grades for all courses unless
the student has earned at least a 3.00 GPA in 45 credits since returning, in which
case only the grades earned since reinstatement will be used in computing the
cum_ulative grade point average.
5. The forgiveness policy does not extend to calculating grade point averages of
majors or to honors.

88. Class Attendance
1. At the instructor's discretion, regular class attendance may be required.
2. If by the end of the third day of instruction of the quarter a student has failed to
attend a class in which enrolled, the instructor may drop the student from the class
roll by notifying the Registrar so the dropped student can be informed
3. A student who does not meet course prerequisites may be required to drop from
the course.
4. The faculty are not required to offer makeup work for absences.
5. In an effort to minimize negative effects of participation in activities requiring
prolongep absences from campus, members of the university community directing
or arranging such activities must adhere to the following guidelines:
a. Scheduling of such activities shall not overlap with official final examination
periods; scheduling of such activities shall not require an absence of more
than three (3) consecutive class days. Scheduling of such activities shall be
announced to the students far enough in advance for them to plan to
complete assignments or prepare for tests.
b. Sponsors of university approved activities requiring absence from campus will
prepare and sign an official list of the names of those students who plan to be
absent. It is each student's responsibility to present a copy of the official list to
the appropriate instructors and make arrangements for the absence.
c. If an exception to the guidelines is needed. the sponsor of the activity will
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d.

directly contact faculty in whose courses affected students are enrolled to
determine whether or not participation in the activity will negatively affect the
student's performance or grade.
The intent of the policy is to assure that the burden of seeking permission for
an exception lies with the sponsor and not with the participant(s).

CC. Syllabi
Instructors will provide each student with a written or electronic syllabus at the
beginning Gf a course . The syllabus will contain informatisn about. but not be limited
to . the following :
1.,. Title. time and location of the course;
2. Name. campus address . e-mail address. telephone number and office hours of
instructor;
3. Oblectives of course and expected student learning outcomes.
4. Type of instruction. i.e .. lecture/discussion. lab. studio. etc .. and any special
c:onditions or requirements associated with the style.
~
Required books and materials.
6. Method of evaluating student performance in the course .
7. Instructor's policy on students' attendance.
~ Tentative sc::;hedule Including dates when pap.ers -or other assignments are due as
well as dates of examinations;
R. Instructor's policy on late work. make-up. extra credit, and granting of lncompletes.
DD. Athletic Participation
Central Washington University may elect to abide by academic standards established
by outside athletic organizations or agencies as long as they meet or exceed university
standards.
Ce1:1rse Challenge (Credit By Examination)
Under certain circumstances the Uni'v'ersity may award credit er v.;ai'V'e re1;1uirem~nts
based en course challenges er prier learniRg experience. Matriculated students,
enrolled on a full time basis , may challenge any cot~rse which appears en the current
course challeRge list. A course ehE)JieRge application form, a~tailable in the Registrar's
office , and applicable fee ff\Ust be submitted to the Registrar's office . The following
rules ap19ly:
1. Special qeurses such as "IRdividual Stt::td~," ''Special Topics ." "Cooperative
Education, " eRd "Seminars'' may net be challeRged fer credit.
2. A list of department approved courses which may be challenged ·will be maiRtained
by the Registrar's office.
3. Tt;e_challenge is ceRducted acceFding te procedures established by the
departments.
4, The result ef tt;e cotlrse challenge is recorded as us" or "U" en tt;e transcript aRd is
Aot used in cornputiRg grade poiAt a•1erage.
5. The application te challenge a course will be denied if credit fer the course t;as
been recei ~o'ed previ.ously at this er another college, the course was previously
fa ilea, the cet::trse was pre~·ieusly uRsatisfaetorily cl1allenged , audited or if
registr-atieR w•es canceled .
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7.

Credit by examination \>\'ill not be allowed tovv'efd meeting tl9e residence study
reQUirements by tl9e university.
Graduate students wl9ich have been admitted to a graduate program must obtain
permission from the Dean of Graduate Studies end Research, their advisor end
the eour.se instructor for course ehallengc. [entire section moved to X above]

Prior Learfliflg Experience
Students admitted to the vocational technical trade end industrial major may eem
up to 45 credits for lRdustriel experience . Students must provide evidence of work
in industf)', perform satisfactorily in written , oral end performance examinations.
end be recommended by the department for credit. [program eliminated by Faculty
Senate 4/14/99]
9. Upon submission of the DO form 214 or 295, matriculated students may receive uJ9
to 30 lower division electhte credits for completion of militaFJ' schools as
recommended by the American Council on Education. [moved to Ill. C.]
EE. Academic Appeal
1. The Board of Academic Appeals exists to guarantee due process for academic
grievances involving students, faculty, staff and administrators.
2. The academic appeals policy is established by the Faculty Senate and is
administered by the Vice-President for Student Affairs.

8.

FF. Required Participation in Assessment Activities
1. Ass.e ssment of students
As part of the continual evaluation and pursuit of excellence in ongoing programs,
students are required to participate in assessment activities at several points
during their academic careers .
a. Students will be assessed for placement into ENG 101 and MATH 101 and
above upon entering CWU as freshmen. Students with deficiencies in English
usage/reading or computation must correct them prior to enrolling in ENG 101
or MATH 101 and above, respectively.
b. Once accepted, international students may be evaluated by the UESL staff to
determine whether additional UESL course work will be required during
attendance at CWU .
c. Students will be tested for proficiency in English usage, reading, and
computation after the student has completed 90 credits but prior to
acct;~mulating 110 credits. Departments may establish their own requirements
as long as they meet or exceed University standards. Departments may also
require students with deficiencies to correct them before being accepted into
the major.
2. Assessment of Programs
a. Students will participate in an assessment of intended student outcomes of
the general education program.
b. Students will participate in end-of-major assessments prior to graduation .

v.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS FOR BACHELOR'S DEGREES
Students are eligible for award of a bachelor's degree if they are in good standing and fulfill
the following requirements established by the faculty:
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A.

Credits
1. A minimum of 180 quarter credits is required.
2. A minimum of 60 credits of upper division study (courses numbered 300 and 400)
is required. Students must study on the University campus or at an established
University center at least three quarters and earn a minimum of 45 credits.
3. Credits earned through industrial or military experience or through credit by
examination may not be used to meet residency requirements.
4. Transfer students must earn from CWU a minimum of 10 credits in the major and,
if a minor is declared, 5 credits in the minor.

B.

Scholastic Requirements for Graduation
1. Graduation and graduation with honors are based on credits and grade-point
averages earned at the time the degree is awarded.
2. Changes in grades made after the award of the degree have no effect on the
degree.
3. In order to graduate, students must have achieved a cumulative grade-point
average of at least 2.0 (C) in courses taken at Central Washington University.
4. Students must also have achieved a cumulative grade point average of at least
2.25 in the major field of study. All courses fulfilling the major requirements,
including courses accepted in transfer, are used in computing the major grade
point average.
5. Specific degree and professional certification programs may have more stringent
deg~ee requirements than those specified above.

C.

Degree Components
1. The general education program must be completed as defined in the University
catalog.
2. Students transferring from Washington state community colleges holding the
appropriate academic transfer associate degree will have met the general
education program requirements.
3. Completion of all requirements for a major as specified by the appropriate
department is required.
4. Exceptions in majors, minors, and teacher preparation programs must be
approved by the appropriate department chair and school dean or designee.
5. Completion of a minor is required when the major contains fewer than 60 credits.
6. Successful demonstration of writing and computational skills is required for
graduation.

D.

Foreign Language
Students seeking the Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) degree must complete one year
college/university study of a single foreign language or two years high school study
of a single foreign language.

E.

Professional Education
All professional education programs require completion of professional education
courses in addition to completion of major requirements.
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Application for Graduation

. 2.

G.

Commencement Participation
1.

9
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Application for the bachelor's degree must be filed one quarter prior to the quarter
at the end of which the student expects to graduate.
Exceptions to University graduation requirements must be petitioned 'to the
Registrar. appre.,..·.ed ·by the Dean ef Academic Services Approval of exceptions
must be 0btained from the General Education Committee , departmer~t 0r program
chair and responsib le dean where appropriate.
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7.

Students who have met graduation requirements during the current academic
year, Summer through Winter quarters, and those expecting to meet the
requirements during the current Spring quarter may participate in the spring
graduation ceremony.
Students must submit to the Registrar a commencement participation form prior to
the published commencement participation deadline.
Students anticipating graduation the Summer quarter following commencement
exercises may participate in the graduation ceremony on a space available basis.
Candidates for Summer graduation who wish to participate in the spring
commencement ceremony prior to issuance of a degree must submit an
application for graduation prior to the Spring quarter deadline. Published
acknowledgment of the degree will not take place until the degree is conferred.
All honors recognition for summer quarter candidates will be published the
following spring.
Stuqents participating in commencement exercises must wear commencement
regalia approved by the Registrar.
Exceptions to commencement procedures are approved by the Registrar.
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H.

Baccalaureate honors are awarded to recipients of a first bachelor's degree according
to the following standards:
3.5 to 3.69 - cum laude
3. 7 to 3.89 - magna cum laude
3.9 to 4.00 -summa cum laude
Cum laude, magna cum laude, and summa cum laude will be noted on the recipient's
diploma and university transcript.
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Graduation with Distinction

I.

Other Distin~tions:
1. President's Scholars: President's scholars are those students who, in the current
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3.

academic year, have cumulative GPA's in the top 1% of their respective school or
college class. GPA is calculated by existing University policy.
Dean's Scholars: Dean's scholars are those students who, in the current
academic year, have cumulative GPA's in the top 5% of their respective school or
college class (but not including the top 1%). GPA is calculated by existing
university policy. Individual study majors are computed in the College of Arts and
Humanities.
The following conditions must be met in order to be considered for graduation with
distinction:
a . At least seventy-five (75) of the credits required for the degree must be
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5.

earned at Central Washington University with a minimum of 60 credits in
courses taken on the A-F graded basis.
b. Credits earned by course challenge, CLEP and other national examinations,
military experiences or courses, non-college courses and industrial
experience will not be allowed toward the 75 credits required for eligibility.
c. Honors shall be based on the GPA of all credits earned at Central as well as
transfer credits accepted by CWU.
The Registrar will calculate the top percentage for declared graduates based on
the end of Winter quarter data. Final determination of honors will be made after
Spring quarter graduation when all grades are recorded.
Students completing degree requirements during the summer who are permitted to
participate in the preceding Spring quarter commencement will not be eligible for
honors recognition until the following Spring commencement ceremony.

J.

Concurrent Baccalaureate Degrees
1. A student may be awarded more than one baccalaureate degree (B.A., B.A. Ed.,
B.F.A., B.MUS., B.S.) at the same time provided that requirements of both the
degree programs have been completed.
2. Double majors within the same baccalaureate program do not constitute separate
baccalaureate degrees.
3. In disciplines offering multiple baccalaureate degrees with identical or similar
names, e. g., B.A. and B.S. in Biology, only one degree will be awarded.
Exceptions to this policy require approval by the department chair and the
appropriate dean.

K.

Second Baccalaureate Degree
1. Qualified students seeking second baccalaureate degrees are admitted to
graduate status; this does not mean, however, that they are enrolled in an
"advanced degree program."
2. To receive a second baccalaureate degree students must complete:
a. all degree requirements not satisfied by the previous degree, and
b. a minimum of 45 quarter credits from Central.
3. Second baccalaureate degree students follow regulations applicable to
undergraduates.
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TY SENATE MEETING: 5/19/99

DAMSON, Karen
LSOSZATAI-PETHEO, John
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~BEAGHAN, Jim
_ ...:..vl
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___RAUBESON, Linda
___vacant

__0'RAUNSTEIN, Michael
~BULLOCK, John
~OCHEBA, Don
____iLD'ACQUISTO, Leo
,/ DeVIETTI, Terry
\/"ELY, Lisa
EMMANS, Cindy
FORDAN, Robert
---.:.__GAMON, Ken
___L.y RAY, Loretta
____lL.GUNN, Gerald
~AWKINS, Jim
____L_HOOD, Webster
*
KAMINSKI, Walter
LEWIS.--1
1 K~eMitM'1ht---------__:~~
\?KILEN, Josh
7MICHEL, John
,/MoNSON, Luetta
__)JIUSTAIN, Wendy
____L_NELSON, Joshua

___.PALMQUIST, Bruce
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___GHOSH, Koushik
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V::OWENS, Patrick
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Z RICHMOND, Lynn
____ SALCEDO, Bill

___DUGAN, Jack

COLLINS, James
GAZIS, Carey·
BEATH, Linda
GARRETT, Roger
HARPER, James
POWELL, Joe
FAIRBURN, Wayne
VASEK, Cheri
BURKHOLDER, Peter
~OLDEN, Lad
__L.BACH, Glen
___GAUSE, Tom
____WOODCOCK, Don
____JEFFERIES, Stephen
LEFKOWITZ, Natalie
Z
HECKART, Beverly
____CANNCASCIATO, Daniel

V

CAPLES, Minerva
____BRADLEY, James

..==:::;.S$CeJHt=tA~E~F~E~Rr,,'fTmodm:dt-------:>~ ~IRTH, Rex
,/

SCHWING, James

DONAHUE, Barry
~=~~e91Lttll~,""jJJeeaain,---------7:> t//oLIVERO, Michael
____SPENCER, Andrew
____SNEDEKER, Jeff
____STACY, Gerald
____.ABDALLA, Laila
HYFAULT, Alberta
____ MADLE~Y, Susan
BELACKER, Morris
__----:ALWIN, John
WILLIAMS, Wendy
___WEYANDT, Lisa
---T"WILSON, Blaine
____BERTELSON, Cathy
--J/--WYATT, Marla
___SCHACTLER, Carolyn

Date: May 19, 1999
VISITOR SIGN-IN SHEET

Please sign your name and return sheet to Faculty Senate secretary directly after the
meeting.
Thank you.

May 18, 1999

F acuity Senate

cwu
Dear Colleagues,
As I recall, our recent history includes:
( 1) During the last Presidential search, faculty members served as window 'dressing as the Board
of Trustees selected the President. The faculty protested as the final selection was made, but the
Board said NO.
(2) The Board has consistently supported administrative decisions that have driven faculty salaries
to new depths C<?mpared with peer institutions in this state and country.
(3) Most faculty said they wanted to have the option to decide whether to be represented for the
purposes of collective bargaining. The Board said NO.
(4) Most faculty voted "no confidence" in the President. The Board took no action.
(5) Most faculty signed a petition saying that the new Presidential Search Committee should have
a majority of faculty members. The Board said NO. Instead, the Board said the Search
Committee will have about 29% faculty, while they will make up 21% ofthe committee in
addition to their 100% share in making the actual selection. Now the Faculty Senate is to
dutifully comply with their decision.
Does anyone else think it's a bad idea for the Faculty Senate to designate 3 faculty members to
serve on the Search Committee under these circumstances?
Does anyone else think it's a bad idea for faculty members to agree to serve on the Search
Committee under these circumstances?
Or do you prefer to spend your life at CWU, as I have for 29 years, finding reasons to explain
why "this time it really will be different"?
Sincerely,

~~
Chemistry

·---~··...
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
ELLENSBURG • LYNNWOOD • MdSES LAKE • SEATAC • STEILACOOM ~ WENATCHEE • YAKIMA
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Memorandum

TO:

Vice Presidents, Provost, Deans, Directors, Department Chairs,
Faculty, Staff and Students
·

Subject:

Faculty Code Changes/Faculty Salaries

Date:

May 17,1999

The Board of Trustees requests that all efforts for proposed code changes and ~location
of proposed salary increases are in consonant with the implementation of their resolution
to do all things to address faculty salaries on campus . The Board is very concerned
about the proposed Facuity Code changes and the relationship to the faculty salary
issues, cost to the university, management effects of the proposed changes, and an
understanding by the faculty of what the changes mean. It is necessary that I inform you
of the following.
1. The Board reserves the option of not approving the proposed changes to the
Faculty Code at its June 11, 1999 Meeting without having a thorough review
and discussion of the changes by the Board. The Board wants to fully
understand what effects the proposed code changes will have on the
university.
2. To assist the Board in its deliberations and final decision making it is
necessary that the administration and the faculty senate submit to the Board,
along with the proposed code changes, answers to the following questions
·for each proposed code change:
a. What are the major policy changes for faculty being proposed
by the proposed code change?
b. What are the increases in cost that will result from the proposed
code change? (Regular Session/Summer)
c. If the proposed code change produces a costs increase what will be
done diffe~ently by administration and the faculty to absorb the cost?
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d. Does the faculty understand the impact of the change if salary costs
increase (Reduced revenue for other things such as travel, etc)?
e. How does this proposed code change affect the issue of salary equity?
f

What are the long and short term institutional effects of the proposed
code change?

With respect to the 3.0% average faculty salary increase provided by the State
Legislatur~

the Board will not approve an across the board faculty salary
increase recommendation. The Faculty Senate working with the administration is

to provide the recommendation on how to implement the salary distribution based on the
Faculty Equity Study. It is the Board's desire that the 3.0% salary increase dollars, the
amount of money provided for salary equity and the amount of money provided for
recruitment and retention be used to begin correction of the Faculty Salary Equity issue
on campus.
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
ELLENSBURG • LYNNWOOD • MOSES LAKE • SEATAC •- STEILACOOM • - WENATCHEE. • YAKIMA

OFF1CE OF THE PRESIDENT

MEMORANDUM
To:

Vice Presidents, Provost, Deans, Department Chairs, Directors
Faculty, Staff and Students

Subject:

Preparation/Approval of 1999-00 Operational Budget

Date:

May 17,1999

I am sure you all are aware that the Board of Trustees is very concerned about the
increased cost ofhigher.education to students. The Board . is less than enthusiastic about
adopting a 1999-00 Operational Budget that requires an incr~se in student tuition by
4 :6%. Additionally, ~e Board wants to know the policy directions and implications of
how we have allocated any proposed appropriation and tuition increases. Thus, based on
the very detailed questions and discussions at the May Board meeting on the Operational
Budget, and based on conversations I had with the Board after the board meeting, it is
necessary that we prepare the following and submit to the Board for their consideration in
the adoption of the 1999-00 Operational Budget:
.

.

1. Three budget options and policy effects of each of the budget options for the
1999-00 operational budget. The options should be (a) no increase in
tuition), (b) 3.0°/o increase in tuition (c) 4.6o/o increase in tuition.
2. An introductory policy discussion of the overall approach to the budget.
Reasons should be given as to why one budget option is preferred over the
other
3. What policy/program and resource adjustments were made with the 1998-99
Base Budget? Be specific.
4. Six Year trends for the following (Year by Year) (Show percentage changes
each year). There shall be written succinct text describing trend changes with
explanations and reasons for the trend changes. -The information should be
appropriately grouped into categories.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Headcount and FTE for on-campus/off campus enrollment
Tuition increases (dollar increase and percentage increase)
Operational Budget (State)
Operational Budget (Auxiliary other than Housing)
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(e}
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

G)
(k)
(I)
(m)

Housing Budget including ·occupancy and staffing
Housing ReserVes
Salary Increases (Exempt, Faculty, Staff) by percentage
Tuition Waivers
FfE and Headcount Staffing (Faculty, Exempt, & Classified) .
Comparison of increase cost to a typical student over six years
Debt load of student over the past six years
Average class size for the university ·
Headcount and FTE Part-time Faculty

The Board is concerned about the ability of the administration to address salary issues
within the administrative exempt employees. Thus, the Board will not approve

an across the board salary recommendation for the Exe~pt Staff.
The Board request that I prepare a draft resolution for initiating and
beginning administrative and· academic program review immediately
for the June 11 board meeting. The proposed 4.6% increase in student tuition
for 1999-00 will be considered only in the strength of this resolution. For the 2000-01
budget the administration must demonstrate that progress has been made toward program
review prior to the approval of any tuition increase for the 2000-01 budget.
It is expected that the Provost and Vice Presidents will work together to prepare the
necessary materials and documentation for presentation at the next Presidents' Cabinet
Meeting.

